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SHE: A bad egg, in my opinion.
HE: Yes, madam, it isn't at all popular just now; we’re thinking of trying a change.
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To the brave women who to-day are fighting 
for freedom: to the noble women who all down 
the ages kept the flag flying and looked forward 
to this day without seeing it: to all women all 
over the world, of whatever race, or creed, or 
calling, whether they be with us or against us 
in this fight, we dedicate this paper.

THE OUTLOOK.
The situation in Parliament has not materially changed . 

. during the last week, though opinion seems to be gaining 
ground that a General Election may take place even earlier 

than the month of June,' in . which it was originally 
expected. This depends on whether the Irish Party are . 
sufficiently satisfied with the Government to support them j 

over the Budget, and on this point nothing certain can be 
predicted. A conference took place on Monday last between 
Mr. Lloyd George and Mr. Redmond, but the result is not 
yet known.

The Veto Resolutions.
Mr. Asquith has tabled the constitutional resolutions 

which are to be moved directly after the Easter recess* 
They propose to abolish the interference of the Lords in 
financial matters, to limit their veto in matters of legislation, 
and to establish quinquennial Parliaments. The idea under- 
lying the first of these resolutions is that of the adage " he 
who pays the piper has a right to call the tune,” and a 
necessary step in Mr. Asquith’s reasoning is that the 
taxpayers are represented in the House of Commons and 
not in the House of Lords ; but so long as women taxpayers 
are excluded from voting for Members of Parliament so long 
will this reasoning be seriously defective. In precisely the 
same way the claim for predominance of the House of 
Commons in matters of legislation rests on the assumption 
that that House represents the views of the people, and 
this also is untrue while women are without votes. In a 
word, the whole basis of Mr. Asquith’s argument is destroyed 
by his refusal to give women their enfranchisement.

The Albert Hall Meeting.
The Albert Hall meeting of Friday last, the first that has 

been held during the time of truce, was noticeable for the 
feeling of victory and triumph both in the speeches and 
among the audience. With the Union stronger than ever 
before and the Liberal Government weak unto death, it is 
small wonder that the speeches of Mrs. Pankhurst. Mrs

Pethick Lawrence, and Miss Christabel Pankhurst were all 
inspired by & sense of speedy victory. Once again at this 
meeting members came forward, as they have always done, 
and contributed so generously to the war cheat that 
a sum of over £1,650 was collected. A touching moment 
inthe meeting was when the medals were presented to 

| those who have beenthroughthe hunger strike and forcible 
' feeding during the past few months.

Our Norwegian Visitor.
Noticeable also in this meeting was the presence of Mr. 

Castberg, Minister of Justice in the late Liberal Cabinet 
of Norway, who traced the history of the woman suffrage 
movement in that country, showing how the women by 
their patriotism had so won the respect of all parties, that 
Conservative, Liberal, and Labour members laid aside their 
differences and united in abolishing the sex disqualification 
and giving votes to women, although on a slightly more 
limited basis than to men. Mr. Castberg, who is Leader of 
the Democratic Labour Party, is one of the most prominent 
statesmen in Norway. He has been in Parliament for 
twelve years, and he formed one of the Special Committee 
which, in 1905, arranged the dissolution of the union with 
Sweden. Among the work which ho has done in Norway is 
the passing of the Small Holdings Act, also of a Bill for the 
State control of mines and waterfalls, and a Divorce Bill 
that gives equal rights to men and women. He also irtro- 
duced a Bill to improve the condition of illegitimate children 
and their mothers. His enthusiasm, his energy, and his 
determination of character, have made him one of the leaders 
of democracy in Norway. He is onlyforty -seven years old.
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The Spring Programme.
An additional point of interest in the meeting was the 

announcement of the spring programme, which includes the 
special VOTES FOR WOMEN week next month, to bring the 
paper before a still wider number of readers, the Self- 
Denial week in May, and the great Women's Demonstration 
on May 28th. These plans will demand much effort on the 
part of members of the Union, but we know that all will be 
successfully carried out, as every plan has been in the past. 
Full particulars will be found in the Announcements, page 
405.

. A By-Election.
A special piece of work lies before some of our members 

in the more immediate future. In Mid-Glamorgan a by- 
election is taking place, where the Liberal is opposed 
by a Labour candidate. Several W.S.P.U. workers are 
already on the spot, and Mrs. Pankhurst is going to the district 
to throw her energies into the campaign. The Government 
will thus see that the Union intends to lose no chance of 
weakening them still further.

Militant Methods.
" Our tactics," as Miss Pankhurst said at the Albert Hall 

“ are sound." A spontaneous testimony comes this week 
from Mr. F. W. Bach, who in answer to the letters we pub- 
lished last week criticising the methods, states that after 
twenty years watching of the movement he has no hesita- 
tion in saying that it is the work of the W.S.P.U. that 
has made the subject of burning interest, and awakened 
women to a sense of the magnitude of the issues involved. 
He concludes his letter: " Even when I feel you are wrong, 
you are so splendidly wrong, I am proud of you just the 
same.”

Practical Arguments.
: One has but to read the papers on either political side to 
-find arguments which support every step that has been 

taken in this militant campaign. The Daily Telegraph of 
- March 22 complains that there is no evidence that the 
— country desires vengeance upon the House of Lords. And 

what does it instance as evidence? Not the making of 
speeches, the writing of letters, or the presenting of peti- 

. tions; the evidence it quotes to show how much the Reform
Bill was wanted in 1831 is: “ The storming of the county 

‘ gaol at Derby, the burning of Nottingham Castle, and the 
desperate rioting at Bristol, where for twelve hours a 

— drunken mob remained in possession of the heart of the 
- city, and burnt the Mansion House, Customs House, and 
- Bishop’s Palace.” Why, then, does the Press as & rule 
- criticise the very much less violent methods adopted by 
— voteless women?

Conscience-Stricken.
We print in another column a newspaper comment on 

the action of the late Home Secretary towards the Women’s 
Liberal Association in Leeds. Rather than face a number 
of women, of whom one might happen to be a Suffragette, 
Lord Gladstone excluded from his farewell reception the 

members of the Women’s Liberal Association, which had done 
: 1 splendid work on his behalf. Such action is no surprise 

to those who know the full and the true story of the late 
Home Secretary's action with regard to suffrage prisoners.

The Result of Torture.
The evil effects of forcible feeding are referred to in a 

_ recent number of the Common Cause. It points out that 
the Suffragettes are of such strong moral fibre that they 

came through the ordeal unscathed, but it quotes a case of 
an ordinary prisoner, a domestic servant, who was forcibly 
fed in prison, and on her liberation committed suicide in the 
Irwell, leaving a note to say that the deed was due to 
forcible feeding.

The Voice in Canada.
The militant movement spreads ever farther and farther.

- Women in other countries are beginning to tire of the 
— dog-like patience that obtains no reward., in Canada, 

where Mrs. Pankhurst recently made a strong appeal to the 
women and had such a splendid reception, the first action of 
a militant campaign has been carried out by a member of 
the W.S.P.U. Miss Olivia Smith rose in the Ontario

• Legislature after the Governor’s speech and called out that 
the legislators had forgotten votes for women and should 
attend to it at once. Her action caused a great sensation. 
Miss Smith, it will be remembered, has thrice suffered 
imprisonment in England. In December, 1906, and again 
in February, 1907, she was imprisoned for taking part in 
deputations, and in January, 1908, she was sentenced to 
three weeks’ in Holloway. for what was known as the 
Downing Street Raid.

French Suffragettes.
In France, too, the Suffragettes are carrying out their 

scheme of standing for the Chamber of Deputies. In each 
of the twenty divisions of Paris it is reported that women 
candidates will be brought forward. It seems that, even if 
returned, the women would not be allowed to sit, but there 
iff no doubt that they will succeed, in splitting the votes and 
thus bringing their cause prominently before the electorate. 
It is reported, too, that France has now a Lady Mayor in 
the little village of Morlaix in Brittany.

Woman and the Law.
Proofs of the unjust position of women under common 

law have been reported in the papers last week. At the . 
South Western Court the magistrate, Mr. Paul Taylor, said : 

"It is perfectly disgraceful, women are denied their just 
rights,” when a woman declared before him that she had 
been unable to obtain alimony from her husband. This : 
denial of their just rights is what the W.S.P.U. is continu- 
ally pointing out, and it is well to have it corroborated from |:

he Bench. Another view was taken by the Mayor of St. 
Helens, who told a complaining wife that she should obey 
her husband; he was head of the house, and the wife must 
do as her husband wanted with regardto the arrangements 
of the house. It is curious to learn that woman has no 
power even in the only sphere allotted to her. It seems, 
too, that, however miserable the home, she must stay in it ' 
uncomplainingly, although her husband cannot be expected 
to bear it. At any rate, the Daily News, in a recent leader, 
speaks of the " ticklish problem of how to keep the British 
workman at home,” and sympathises seemingly with the 
men who go to the public-houses and clubs. It implies, 
however, that the woman must stay at home, miserable, 
thoughit may be. Just as she may not have the supreme 
voice in the home, she may not even be the parent of her 
children. A correspondent sends an account of a case from 
the Irish Times, where a widow sought to retain the 
custody of her children against the application of a priest 
who had been appointed co-guardian. She said that she 
had now got employment as a housekeeper, would take the 
children out of an institution and bring them up in the 
religion their father desired. The judge, however, said 
he was afraid the law was against the widow and 
in favour of the priest, and an order was made removing 
the mother from her office, sending the children to 
various institutions and giving the mother the liberty 
of seeing her children once a month! Thus, while 
motherhood is, on the one hand, preached as being woman’s 
duty, on the other hand everything is done to crush her 
maternal feelings. Perhaps one would find more common 
sense on the bench if women were appointed as magistrates 

The suggestion was actually made to the Commission on 
Justices of the Peace now sitting. Lord Dartmouth did not 
consider women suitable as Justices, but admitted that he 
would not care to give his reasons if there was a woman 
about. Lord Halsbury frankly said he saw no objection to 
appointing women in certain cases.

tional posts in secondary schools on the same conditions 
as men, it is stated literally in the regulations that they 
must first apply to the Government for " a dispensation on 
account of sex 1"

The first woman counsel in Switzerland, Fraulein Brust- 
lein, has just gained a victory in Geneva, defending a poor 
signalwoman for a slight neglect of duty that, unfortunately, 
had serious consequences. Fraulein Brustlein pointed out 
that her client was so wretchedly paid by the wealthy 
Federal Railway Company—£2 a month for twelve hours’ 
work a day—that she was forced to seek outside work to 
support her four children: u The jury acquitted the poor 
gatekeeper, who; in" thanks, covered the hands of her 

counsel with kisses. .

TREASURER’S NOTE.
The Fourth Annual Report is now in the hands of every 

member of the Union who has subscribed to the campaign 
fund. Those who have not subscribed during the past year 
to the Movement, though they are readers of the paper, can 
obtain a copy,price 4d. post free, from 4, Clements Inn. It is 
worth reading and studying. Nobody who reads and studies 
the statement of accounts can doubt that the W.S.P.U. is 

stronger than it has ever been before.
Another sign of strength was the success of the Albert 

Hall meeting, when we raised in ten minutes a sum of 
£1,700 to inaugurate the new financial year.

The subscription list this week reaches a total only a few 
units short of £500. Since Monday, contributions given in 
fulfilment of the promises at the Albert Hall have been 
pouring into the treasury. These will be acknowledged 
next week.

E. P. L.

WOMEN S FIGHT FOR THE VOTE.
By Frederick W. Pethick Lawrence.

Selling a Wife.
A few weeks ago we published two authentic cases of the 

sale of a wife. Some correspondents have doubted whether 
such a disgraceful transaction was legal and whether it 
really took place within recent times. It is therefore very 
interesting to find in the Yorkshire Observer several cases 
quoted by. Mr. Charles Forshaw, F.R.Hist.S. Near Brad- 
ford in 1858 a man put his wife up for auction. In 1859 at 
Dudley, another such sale took place, the wife being 
“ knocked down ” for sixpence. The letter mentions three 
other cases, one in 1806, one in 1815, and one in 1862. Mr. 
Forshaw adds: “I could give many other instances of wife 
selling in Yorkshire and elsewhere.”

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE £100,000 FUND.

The Vote First.
With respect to the Woman’s Charter, which in the form 

of various Bills has been introduced into the House of 
Parliament, Lady McLaren has sent a letter to all the 
members of Parliament. The concluding paragraph of her 
letter is as follows:—

I desire, however, to assure you that no legislative changes which 
do not include admission to exercise the Parliamentary franchise 
will satisfy the women of this country. We desire enfranchise- 
ment, if for no other cause, in order to assist by our votes all those 
members whose friendly action towards women has earned their 
gratitude. But we also desire it to help all those reforms which, in 
your various parties, you yourselves advocate.. Women when en- 
franchised will, I hope and believe, by their patriotism and unselfish 
devotion to publieduty, prove themselves worthy of the great trust 

. you place in their hands by granting to them a just share of political 

. power.

' We are glad to see that she evidently realises that the 
franchise is the first and most important step in any move- 
ment towards reform.

A Pioneer in Education.
A woman who has rendered during her life 

service of the utmost value to the country is now 
retiring after twenty-eight years of service to enjoy a well- 
earned rest. Miss Dove, the headmistress of Wy- 
combe Abbey and the first student-teacher at Girton, has 
made her school famous all over the world. Her ideal 
was to make it a girls’ Eton; but it has been run on even 
broader lines, for Miss Dove wisely aimed at fitting girls 
for professional work, and also trained them in useful 
manual labour.

In affairs of the outside world Miss Dove takes the 
. same broad and wise views. She has for a long time 
taker an interest in local polities and is a member of the 
Wycombe Town Council. It will be remembered that she 
was nominated as mayor, but local prejudice was too 
strong. Needless to say, Miss Dove is strongly in 
favour of woman suffrage.

Contents of this issue.
i Those who were unable to be present at the Albert Hall 
meeting will be interested in the reports to be found in this 
issue, and those also who had the good fortune to be present 
will be glad to read the full report of Mr. Castberg’s 

interesting speech, which will be found on page 409. 
Mrs. Pethick Lawrence contributes an article on “ Life 
Militant and Triumphant," and on the leader page will be 
found an exposition of the duty of putting principle 
before party. We would also draw attention to Miss Mary . 
Gawthorpe’s article on page 404, dealing with the danger i 

which threatens married women teachers.
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W.S.P.U. MEMBERS’ PLEDGE CARD.
Women of all shades of political opinion who are not as 

yet definitely enrolled as members of the Women’s 
Social and Political Union are invited to sign the 
members’ pledge card, which they can obtain from the 

offices, 4, Clements Inn, and apply for membership. The 
pledge is as follows:— .
: " I endorse the objects and methods of the Women’s 

i Social and Political Union, and I hereby undertake not
to support the candidate of any political party at Parlia-, 
mentary elections until women have obtained the Parlia- . 
mentary vote." .
" There is an"entrance fee of 1s. No definite subscrip- 
tion is fixed, as it is known that all members will give to " 
the full extent of their ability to further the campaign : 
funds of the Union. - so . mri * oiet

SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS CHAPTERS.
[Previous articles appeared in our issues of-February 11, SS, 

March 4, 11, and 18.)

' What women are asking for.—The demand which 
women are making is simply and solely that sex shall not of 
itself be a disqualification for the possession of the Parlia- 
mentary, franchise. Women suffragists have accordingly drafted 
a Bill which they desire to see carried into law. It is known as 
the Women’s Enfranchisement Bill, and reads as follows:—

That in all acts relating to the qualification and registration of voters or 
persons entitled or claiming to be registered and to vote in the election of 
Members of Parliament, wherever words occur which import the 
masculine gender the same shall be held to include women for all 
purposes connected with and having reference to the right to be registered 
as voters, and to vote in such elections, any law or usage to the contrary 
notwithstanding.
The effect of the passage of this Bill will , be immediately 
to confer the franchise upon all those women who possess 
the qualifications which at present entitle men to vote, 
and subsequently to secure that if any extension be made 
in the franchise law it shall affect men and women alike. 
It is estimated that about a million-and-a-quarter women 
will be immediately enfranchised by it. As there are at 
present between 7,000,000 and 8,000,000 male voters, this will 
mean that the female electorate will be about one-seventh 
of the whole.

The Meaning of the Parliamentary Vote.—The right to 
put & cross on a ballot paper which the possession of the 
Parliamentary vote confers is a symbolic act of citizenship. 
It is the means recognised by the law whereby the voter 
exercises his sovereign rights as one of the rulers of the 
country. Its immediate effect is to enable the voter to in- 
fluence the selection of the man who is to represent his dis- 
trict in the House of Commons, and through him to control 
the legislation, taxation, and administration of the country. 
Though an isolated individual may not attach much import- 
ance to his own vote, it makes all the difference whether a 
whole class of individuals possesses the franchise or is excluded 
from it. What one single John Smith is unable to do a 
whole class of John Smiths not only can but will do. As 
illustrations may be noted the Trades Disputes Act, the Work- 
men’s Compensation Act, and Old Age Pensions, which would 
never have become law if the working class had not been 
enfranchised.

Why Women Want the Vote.—In the first place, they 
desire to play their part in the life of the nation and introduce 
their point of view, so long neglected, into the government of 
the country. Among the matters decided in Parliament are 
questions of education, infant mortality, sweated labour, the 
conditions of women’s work the housing of the poor, the treat- 
ment of the poor and of criminals. Women feel deeply on all 
these questions, and when they are voters candidates of all 
political parties will find that in order to win their support at 
the polls they will have to set these questions in the forefront of 
their programmes. In the second place, women know that the 
possession of the vote is necessary to safeguard the interests of 
women. No human being is good enough to be entrusted with 
absolute power over another human being, and no section or 
class of & community is good enough to be trusted with 
absolute power over another section or class. At present the 
male electorate controls the making and the administering 
of the laws, and as a result the law is not fair to women, and 
it is also administered to their disadvantage. Finally, the 
vote is the hall-mark of citizenship, and confers a status which 
those who are excluded from it cannot possess.

Where the Law is Unjust to Women.—Those who oppose 
the granting of the franchise to women are the loudest in their 
claims that the place of women is in the home, yet it is precisely 
in the home that the rights of the man are by law entirely 
superior to those of the woman. The husband has the power 
to select where the home shall be and how it shall be conducted. 
In the eyes of the law he is the sole parent of the child so long 
as he is alive, and the decision as to the child’s upbringing rests 
entirely with him. Whether the husband be good or bad, the 
wife is by law entirely subservient to him. She has no legal 
right to any share of the husband’s income except in the case of 
actual desertion; and if, while continuing to live with her, he 
refuses to pay to her a single penny of his wages, she cannot 
obtain such payment except by breaking up her home and going 
into the workhouse. Short of this she and her children can 
starve, and yet she cannot claim the protection of the law to 
obtain maintenance from her husband. Finally, in the event 
of either party to the marriage being guilty of definite im- 
morality, there is a total difference in the treatment accorded to 
husband and wife.

Women and the Administration.—In administering the 
country the Government has set upan entirely artificial differen- 
tiation between the sexes. In the first place, from a very large 
number of positions (including all the more important) women 
are excluded altogether, to the disadvantage of women, who are 
thus denied opportunities of well-paid employment, and to the 
disadvantage of the community, which is thus obliged to 
appoint a man where a woman might be more suitable, or have 
better qualifications. In the second place, where men and 
women are both employed, the woman receives a far smaller 
wage than the man for precisely the same work, as is the case 
with school inspectors, sanitary inspectors, post office employees, 
&c. Finally, the Government is one of the worst of sweaters in 
the wages it pays to women, either directly or through its sub
contractors iu its Army clothing works and other departments.

CHAPTER VI. ANTI-SUFFRAGE
ARGUMENTS.

It is not often that opponents of woman suffrage come 
out into the open. Anti-Suffrage M.S.’s are wont to hide 
their light under a bushel when they come to election time, 
and so to deprive us of that ripe wisdom to which we are 
surely entitled. Other opponents usually confine themselves 
to general expressions of disapproval, coupled with such 
statements as " men are men and women are women,” 
which, however much they may command acceptance for 
their undoubted truth, require for their use as' arguments 
against woman suffrage a link which is not supplied. 
Fortunately, however, anti-suffrage societies have now come 
to the rescue, and have formulated a group of statements. 
Lord Curzon has given us" fifteen incontrovertible reasons.’’ 
By means of these and the occasional “voice" at suffrage 
meetings, we are able to put together a fairly coherent set 
of arguments against giving women the vote. Excluding 
arguments against the methods adopted by the suffragettes, 
which will be dealt with in a later chapter, they may be

reduced to some ten principal reasons. Of these I deal 
with seven in this article, leaving the remainder for next 
week.

1. “ Votes for Women" is not desired by the majority 
of women, nor is it a change approved by the 
majority of men.

Even if this assertion were true, the criterion which it 
proposes to set up is unsound, and has not been adopted 
before in the case of male extensions of the franchise. As 
the Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone pointed out in the case of 
the agricultural labourers' franchise, if it is right that a 
certain section or class of the community should have the 
vote, the desirableness of giving it to them is not impaired 
by the fact that they do not demand it. Still less should 
the opinion of the existing electorate decide the issue. Even 
if only a small minority of an unenfranchised class desire 
the vote, and the vast majority of the existing electorate 
be opposed to it, still there is on these grounds no valid 
reason why the vote should be withheld from that minority 
who desire it.

But facts are not with those who put forward this objec- 
tion. For though it is impossible in a country so large as 
ours to prove incontrovertibly that the majority of women 
or men favour a certain course, such indications as are 
available point to overwhelming support for woman suffrage. 
When the Franchise Act of 1867 was first passed, it was 
originally thought that women were included, and it was 
decided to test this in the Manchester district. A canvas 
was accordingly made, and out of 4,215 women who might 
be qualified, 3,924, or 92 per cent., sent in olaims to be 
registered as voters. They were, however, disallowed.

More petitions, with a larger number of signatures, have 
been presented for woman suffrage than for any other 
reform. ' Between the years of 1867 and 1884 these amounted 
to over three million signatures. At this time, and again 
during the last four years, enormous demonstrations, in- 
eluding that in Hyde Park in 1908, when according to 
The Times half a million people were present, have been 
held in support of it, while no meetings at all comparable 
in size or enthusiasm have been held in opposition to the 
proposal. Finally, candidates for Parliament in increasing 
numbers are found advocating it in their speeches at elec- 
tions and in their election addresses, while very few commit 
themselves to opposition and even known opponents fre
quently “hedge” on the subject when questioned; these 
facts are an almost incontrovertible proof that in the opinion 
of political agents at any rate woman suffrage is popular 
in the country.

2. Men and women are different, and have different 
spheres in life. To the former belong politics. 
To the latter the functions of maternity and the 
cares of home. To add politics to woman’s sphere 
would be to impair her true work in the home.

The fallacy underlying this argument is the assumption 
that politics are all-engrossing or, at any rate, that they 
occupy a very large part of life. This is only the case with 
those few persons who specialise in politics. For the great 
majority of men politics consists in recording a vote once in 
every four or five years, in going to an occasional political 
meeting, and in talking over the subject with acquaintances. 

By no conceivable theory of woman’s life (except that 
which would chain her to her house for 24 hours out of 

the 24) is there anything here incompatible with the com
plete fulfilment of her home duties. What a tin Dunt 
of time is required by politics compared with that spent by 
the rich woman on her social pleasures or by the woman 
who goes out to work at her employment. N * the 
matter of attention is she obliged to give a scrap more than 
it is healthy for a human being to give to the world outside 
him. However good a wife, a mother or a housekeeper a 
woman may be, it is good for her to have some ideas 
outside her own hearth, and she will perform her own work 
better for devoting a reasonable amount of time to their 
consideration. Just as a man adds politics to his own work 
in the world as & wage-earner so a woman will add politics 
to her work as a homekeeper.

There is not space to touch on many other aspects of 
this question. The importance of women possessing the 

vote for the very purpose of securing good laws for the 
home has been already dealt with in a previous chapter. 
Again, many women who will win the vote are not home 

keepers but breadwinners and their position to-day is 
precisely similar to that of the ordinary man. Finally it 
may be noted that the experience of those countries where 
women are already voters belies the suggestion of 
opponents. In New Zealand, in Australia, in the four states 

of America where women are enfranchised, the homes are 
better kept, the children better cared for than in those 
countries where women are denied enfranchisement.

3, Votes for women will lead to dissensions in the 
home.

It is difficult to. treat this argument seriously. It is 
so much more natural to assume that husband and wife will 
generally share one another’s opinions, and that when they 
do not do so, the right of each to give vent to their views 
by the vote will obviate the friction engendered by only one 
of them being enfranchised and will make husband and 
wife better comrades in consequence. It will also heighten 
the respect in which the mother is held by the children. 
And this is in fact the experience of New Zealand and other 
countries where women possess the vote.

4. The vote is not required for the removal of 
grievances. Where such ewist they can be 

removed by a Parliament responsible to men:
The proof of the pudding is in the eating. Women have 

grievances of long standing which have not been remedied 
by men’s Parliament. They see new grievances being 
created every year by the law and the administration. 
They see that working men only began to get their griev- 
ances removed when they got the vote. And they prefer to 
have the power to insist on what they want rather than to 
trust to the generosity of politicians.

5. If women get the vote they will lose the respect of men.
This argument is contrary to all experience. Working 

men only began to be respected when they got the vote.

6. If the vote is given to women on the same terms as 
men it will help to put the Tory Party in power. 
If the vote is given to women on the same terms as 
men it will help to put the Radical Party in power.

These two arguments used by Liberals and Conservatives 
respectively are mutually destructive. There is no solid 
foundation for either assumption. The only thing which can 
guide us to any conclusion is the analysis of the women on 
the Municipal Register to which the woman’s franchise 
would approximate. This analysis has been made by the 
I.L.P., and shows that about 80 per cent, are working 

women, so that the classes in the new electorate would 
probably be divided much as they are at the present time.

7. If women get the vote on the same terms as men it 
will not stop there. ' On the one hand, women will 
want to be M.P.s and to occupy many adminis
trative positions ;on the other hand, it will lead to 
Adult Suffrage.

It is certainly true that when women get the vote it will 
not stop there, but whether it will lead to these specific 
alterations will depend upon the decision of the electorate 
in which men will outnumber women in the proportion of 
six or seven to one. It is impossible for us to predict what 
that electorate will decide, and it is not for us to attempt 
in this generation to solve the problems of the next. 
But the following facts show that the conclusions sug
gested are not a necessary consequence. Eighty years 
ago it was predicted that Manhood Suffrage would speedily . 
follow the Reform Bill of 1831, but this has not taken place 

up to the present time ; clergymen possess the vote, but 
they are not entitled to sit in the House of Commons. 
Finally, even if a woman was eligible for Parliament she 
could not go there unless she was elected by a constituency 
which thought her more suitable than another candidate.

(To be continued.')
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A PEEP INTO THE FUTURE.
It is the year I960. A pretty, white-haired old lady 

is se-tad at a window, gazing at the view in front of 
her with a far-away expression in her soft eyes. Her 
mind is travelling back over the years that have gone by: 
So much has happened during her life, and the period 
ha. been one so full of interest. To-day is the anni- 
versary of a bygone day which she will never forget the 
day the Women’s Enfranchisement Bill passed the House 
of Commons by a huge majority. Once again she can 
s herself, a young and enthusiastic girl, addressing a 
cheering crowd from a window in Clements Inn, whilst 
tri-coloured flags floated before her eyes. "Purple, 
White, and Green! " she murmurs to herself, "those 
were our colours.” Then her mind travel's on, to the 
young husband, who had fallen in love with her whilst 
listening to her pleading the Woman’s Cause at a Queen’s 
Hall At Home, and from that to the great war that had 
cost her husband his life, but had proved to the most 
sceptical that the women of England were worthy to be 
voters. Her dreams are brought to a close by the entrance 

oi her two grandchildren.
- “ Grannie,” the eldest one began, " we have flown over 

in the aero, because there is something we want you to 
tell us.”

" You children seem to live in the aero! Why, when 1 
was young, motor-cars were considered a luxury."

" They are horrid things ■" the younger child said. 
" You can see nothing of the world in a motor-car.”

“ At any rate, they are better than trains that ran on 
lines," put in the elder child; " but now. Grannie, we 
want you to tell us a story, and the story is to be about 
your going to prison. You promised you would tell us 
when we were old enough to understand. We are old 
enough now."
“ Very well," the old lady said, and the two children 

crouched at her feet, delighted that their curiosity was 
at last to be satisfied. " Once upon a time there lived a 
wonderful woman, and her name was Emmeline 
Pankhurst. She knew that terrible suffering was going on 
amongst the women of England, and she was determined 
to help them. After spending many years amongst them 
and finding that it was impossible to do anything for 
them, she determined that the women’s troubles should 

be represented to Parliament. And so many members of 
Parliament were approached and the women’s wrongs 
were laid before them, but they all replied that women 
were not their constituents, so they could not help them. 
Then Emmeline Pankhurst and her daughters called on 
the women of the country to join them, and they went in 

. deputation to the Prime Minister and petitioned that 
women, like men, should be given the vote. But the 
Prime Minister would not listen, and had the women 
thrown into prison.”

" You too, Grannie ?" one of the children, asked*
" I went later, and by that time the Government had 

adopted measures of persecution to put down the agita- 
tion. I was flung into a cold, damp cell, and for two 
whole days I was kept in irons. We had adopted what 
is known as the Hunger Strike, as a protest against the 
treatment we had received. In the hopes of crushing my 
spirit they fed me by force, passing, a tube through my 

nostrils and pumping down food. The process was agony, 
and on one occasion they dragged me upstairs by my 
heels, then handcuffed me and threw me down.”

" Grannie, how awful ! " one of the children exclaimed. 
" Just to think that, during your lifetime, people in 
England were still savages."

" They were cowards !" the other child said.
The old lady smiled.
" They did not prevent us getting the vote,” she an- 

swered. ~
That evening the children examined the little silver 

medal that was their grandmother’s dearest possession. 
They had often seen it, and it had filled them with curi- 
osity. Now they understood its full meaning, for it told 

a story of pluck and suffering, followed by glorious 
victory.

* * . * * * +
Would the Union Jack be flying in every part of the 

world to-day but for the medals that tell the tale of 
suffering ?

0. W.

NEW LIFE.
Full forty years the cause had smouldered on, 

And then the Suffragette, high-hearted, came. 
And fanned it with her banner to a flame, 

A flame that flashed afar and steadfast shone.

When struck the hour, the woman too was there;
And never shall the fire extinguished be
Until the mother of mankind is free. 

The larger guidance of the race to share.

A mighty purpose in her bosom glows.
For dear humanity her life she gives ;
She suffers, but her cause, triumphant, lives. 

The pain, the joy of martyrdom she knows.

Oh, ye who would this burning movement stay,
Ye strive in vain, for sacred is the fire. 
And breaths divine the woman’s heart inspire.

God’s prophets walk His earth with us to-day.
DEBORAH WEBB.

W.S.P.U. ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The offices at 4, Clements Inn will be closed during the, 

holidays from Thursday midday till Tuesday morning.

Easter Holidays.
Members and friends are reminded that during the Easter 

recess the Monday and Thursday free meetings in London 
(at the Queen’s Hall on Monday afternoons, and St. James’s 
Hall on Thursday evenings) are suspended. The next meeting 

’ to be held in the Queen’s Hall will take place on Monday, April 
11, at 3 p.m., and the next Thursday meetingwill take place at 
St. James’s Hall on April 7, at 8 p.m. The speakers at these 
meetings, will be announced later. Meanwhile, great oppor- 
tunities present themselves for advancing the cause during 
the Easter holidays, and friends are asked to lose no opportunity 
of inviting those with whom they come in contact either to: 
become members of the Union, or, at any rate, to allow their 
names to be added to the list of those wishing to be kept in 
touch with the movement.

Will members also introduce in hotels and elsewhere the 
women’s newspaper, VOTES FOR WOMEN? New subscribers 
should be informed that it can be obtained either from the news- 
agents or direct from the publisher; 4, Clements In, London, 
W.O. Members who take a number of copies for distribution 
each week are reminded that it is a good plan to double: the 
number of these copies during the holidays. They are also 
requested to notify the publisher of their holiday address.

Poster Parades.
It is suggested that those in the habit of attending, the 

Monday afternoon meetings may like to join in a. poster parade 
to advertise VOTES FOR WOMEN, at 3 p.m., om the free 
Mondays. If so, will they communicate at once with Miss 
Ainsworth, W.S.P.U., 4, Clements Inn, W.O. ?

Future Plans.
With the brighter weather, many outdoor meetings and 

parades are contemplated, and members are asked as far as 
possible to hold themselves in reserve for a very large number 
of outdoor events. Among fixtures for the immediate future 
are VOTES FOR WOMEN Week, April15 to 22, when members 

will devote themselves especially to bringing before new readers 
the women’s newspaper, VOTES FOR WOMEN; April 30 
to May 7, which members and friends are asked to keep 
free as Self-Denial Week, and Saturday, May 28, when the great 
demonstration announced below will take place.

“Votes for Women” Week.

The week from April 15 to April 22 will be set aside for 
a special VOTES FOR WOMEN week, in which every avail- 
able means will be taken to push into still greater prominence 
the women’s newspaper, VOTES FOR WOMEN. The circula- 
tion, which had reached 16,000 a year ago, has now doubled 
itself; it has to be carried up to a permanent, level of 50,000 
copies a week, and the attention of the advertisingworld has to 
be directed to the fact that VOTES FOR WOMEN surpasses 
all other newspapers as an advertising medium. Members and 
friends of the Union are invited to set aside this week for the 
purpose, and to initiate and carry out schemes for interesting 
the public in it.

Self-Denial Week.
Acting upon the suggestion made last year by many members 

that Self-Denial Week should take place at a later season of the 
year, the first week in May—April 30 to May 7—has been 
selected, and members and friends are asked, to make their 
arrangements for this week for this special purpose.

A Great Outdoor Demonstration.
On Saturday, May 28, London is to have the opportunity of. 

witnessing another great demonstration of women in demand 
of the Parliamentary vote. On that date the W.S.P.U. is 
arranging for a gigantic procession through the streets. It will 
form up on the Embankment at 2 p.m., and will march to the 
Royal Albert Hall, where a meeting will be held at 4 p.m. for 
all of the women processionists for whom room is avail- 
able. In order to accommodate as many as possible a " full. 
let" of the hall has been obtained, an arrangement which 
(owing to the regulations of the hall) prevents any public sale 
of tickets to the general public, and it has been decided accord- 
ingly to open certain parts of the hall free to: women. The 
seats will be unreserved, but it will be arranged that preced- 
ence be given to those taking part in the procession. To these 
seats men will not be admitted at all. For the convenience 
of members of the W.S.P.U., certain portions of the hall will 
be set aside for them and their friends (men and women), and 
numbered and reserved tickets for these can be purchased by 
members (which the Albert Hall regulations permit) from, the 
Ticket Secretary, W.S.P.U., 4, Clements Inn, W.C. The. 

prices are: stalls, 1s. ; lower orchestra, 6d. ; boxes, grand tier 
(for ten), £1 1s. ; loggia (for eight), 15s.; 2nd tier (for five), 
7s. 6d. (The whole of the grand tier boxes are being, taken up 
by the London Local Unions, and are not, therefore, available 
for individuals.) Tickets are now ready, and will be sold in 
order of application. All tickets must be bought outright. No 
tickets can be purchased at the Albert Hall on the day of the 
demonstration.

By-Election.
The W.S.P.U. is carrying on a vigorous Anti-Government 

Campaign in Mid-Glamorgan, and Mrs. Pankhurst will 
welcome volunteers up to polling day (March 31st). A report 
will be found on p. 411.

Teachers’ Conference.
In consequence of the success of thesuffrage propaganda work 

carried out by Miss Mary Gawthorpe in Morecambe last year, 
it has been decided to arrange for a special campaign during 
the N.U.T. Conference in Plymouth during Easter week with 
the object of bringing the claims of the W.S.P.U. before the 
women teachers. If possible some out-of-door meetings, will 
be held. Delegates have already intimated their intention of 

helping, and others who have not yet sent in their names to: 
Miss Mary Gawthorpeare invited to do so. Letters should be 
sent to Miss Mary Gawthorpe, c/o Post Office, Plymouth.

Scottish Exhibition.
‘ Five weeks remain in which to make further preparations for 
' the great Exhibition and Sale of Work in the Charing Cross 
i Halls, Glasgow, on April 28th, 29th, and 30th. This Exhibi- 

tion has a twofold object—it is to be a show of strength of 
; the movement beyond, the Border, and, secondly, it is to add 
• to the war chest of the W.S.P.U. The attention of readers 

is invited to the opportunities’ of helping in thissplendid 
undertaking described in the special article on page 410. English 
as wellias Scottish women who would! like to help in this great 
object lessom are asked: tocommunicate with Mrs. Drummond, 
502, Sauchiehall Street,‘Glasgow; or with Miss Frances McPhun, 
141, Bath Street, Glasgow, or with Miss Geddes, 8, Melville 

I Place, Queensferry Street, Edinburgh.

Special Mission to Women.
I In various parts of the country the series of special Missions 
, to Women is still going: on, and at the close of the Easter 
, holidays Mrs. Pankhurst, will address important, meetings in 
; various large centres. For details of these meetings readers 
i are referred'to the Campaign reports on pages 412 and 413.

To New Speakers.
With the approach of another General Election many women 

; are realising the necessity of throwing in their lot with the 
large army of workers already in the field. To those who feel 
the need for some preliminary instruction in speaking we com- 
mend two Speakers’ Classes held in London regularly every 
week. Miss Rosa Leo, the well-known elocutionist, very kindly 
gives: instruction every Saturday: (with the exception of to- 

> morrow, March 26)) at 2, New Road,, Campden Hill (Notting 

- Hill Gate Station) at 4 p.m., by the kindness, of the Misses 
Brackenbury, whoare lending, their studio. The very small 
charge: of 2d. pen week, is charged, for admission. Another 

[ class, organised by the Marylebone W.S.P.U., is held every 
| Friday evening at 8 p.m. at 147, Harley Street, kindly lent 
; for the purpose by Mrs: Morris.

Join the Union!
The widespread: interest aroused in the militant movement 

throughout the country, first, through the General Election 
and then through the special Missions to Women, is adding 

। daily to the membership of the W.S.P.U. Those who, while 
interested, have not. yet. definitely identified themselves with 
the Union are invited to refer to page 402, on which will be 
found: the terms of membership. Membership forms can be 
obtained from the Hon. Secretary, W.S.P.U., 4, Clements 
Inn, W.C. The entrance fee is ls.

MILITANT METHODS. 
To the Editar^of VOTES: FOR WOMEN.

Sir,—To save my sex from the oft-repeated charge of 
inability, to see more than one aspect of the Woman’s Question, 
such as the male correspondents to the discussion now in 

progress: in VOTES: FOR WOMEN seem, once, more, likely to 
earn for us, will you permit me a little space to show that these 
gentlemen do not represent all their kind.
If militant tactics be considered, as your correspondents 

seem to consider themas a means: for converting male, anti- 
Suffragists, it must be conceded atonce that they have probably 
alienated as much sympathy, as they have created; but experi- 
ence has shown that mere sympathy is of littlepractical value, 
and that there is a wide gap between thosa men who accept the 
principle and those who are prepared to put it in practice. It is 
the latter only that count..

But to one who for some: twenty years: has been interested 
actively in this agitation; who longago came to the conclusion 
that woman’s emancipation couldonly be effected by women; and 
who, further, has no hesitation in saying that onlythe general 
apathy of women has stood in the way of their enfranchisement, 
the overwhelming importance of the W.S.P.U.’s contribution 
to the fight is - to be found in it having lifted the agitation from 
one in which the faithful few largely wasted their energies in a 
comparatively futile drawing-room propaganda, to one which, 
blazoned im every public place and newspaper in the country, 
has at last roused the rank and file of womanhood to a senseof 
themagnitude of the issues involved.

Therein lies the secret of its success. It is a real, living, 
feeling agitation, and I believe it has cut at least twenty years 
out of the time of waiting. It has done this by militant 
tactics, and militant tactics alone. The phenomenal advance of 
the last few years - has: not. been coincident with militant tactics, 
it has been their direct product.

Last, but by no means least, the W.S.P.U. has added im- 
mensely to the efficiency of the non-militant societies, and as a 
direct result of the splendid! self-sacrifice of its members has 
not only been • the means ofraising their own political education, 
but has contributed enormously to that of a lamentably ignorant 
public, male and female.

Ido not endorse every move made, and I think there have 
been, and still are, tactical mistakes in vogue ; but on the whole 
they make fewer mistakes than do the men, to whom my advice 
is " Don’t carp—co-operate.’ — -

Even when I feel you W.S.P.U. are wrong, you are so splen 
didly wrong; I am proud of you just the same.— Yours, eto.

23, Dresden Road, Crouch End, N. F. W. BACH.

“IS IT NOTHING TO YOU?"
Majestic, wan, againstthedarkling sky, 
Aone, up there, is fought that dreadful fight.
A criminal’s death it seemed to vulgar sight— 
We know;. not Failure that, but Victory high i 
Alack I how should they understand.? Hiseye 
Could pierce the whited sepulchre’s outward show. 
Howe’er ‘twas deck’d by Custom’s hand. And lo! 
The Friend of fallen Woman I " Crucify ! ‘ ‘
Once more, with spirit glance and steadfast brow, 
Love crosses sword with Use and Wont. But ye, 
How shouldyour scornfuleye her purpose see. 
Or catch with inner ear her whisper low ?
He on the Cross, they in the cell, canst hear the ory ?
‘ Is it then nothing, oh all ye that pass us by 2"

M. E.

THE DISMISSAL OF MARRIED WOMEN TEACHERS.
By Mary E. Gawthorpe.

Resolution 9: " This Conference deplores the waste of 

public money caused by the indiscriminate manner in which 
. the Board of Education controls the number of certificated 

teachers, and is of opinion that the acting teachers' cer- 
, tificate should be abolished, and that immediate action be 

taken to regulate the number of entrants to the training 

colleges.

" Further, this Conference regrets the great injustice in- 
flicted upon unemployed young certificated teachers whose 

careers have been irrevocably damaged through no fault of 
their own, and it appeals for special treatment with refer- 

ence to counting their years of recorded service in connection 
with the 1898 Superannuation Act."

It would seem that totally other considerations than that 

of the married woman teacher must be taken into account 
when dealing with the question of “ lack of places”; and as 

this resolution is backed by the Executive of the N.U.T., as 

well as by other groups, it is probably nearer the truth than 

other resolutions which would propose, though indirectly, to 

place the liability at the door of the married women.

Justice—Not Privilege.

Resolution 141, again, strongly deprecates the dismissal of 

any of the married women who at present are serving under 
the various Education Authorities, but is of opinion “that in 

future marriage should terminate a woman teacher's 

engagement." The root of the matter is not in those who 
endorse this point of view either. The married women in 

the schools to-day would not wish preferential treatment on 
these lines. Assuming the main point at issue—their 

efficiency—toleration or privilege have no significance for 
them. They will see that the animating factor in the con- 

tinuance of the teaching employment for them, economic or 

wage need, or love of the work (a very valuable and precious 
factor this in the nation’s interest), is just as likely to be 

the animating factor in the life work of others in after 

years, and they will base their claim to consideration on 
the ground of equal justice purely.

Refunded money payments in the matter of Annuity 

Funds and the like would certainly not compensate for the 

denial of the right to work on the same terms as other 
qualified teachers ; and even were the position of married 

women at present employed everywhere guarded (which is 
far from being the case) the passing of Education Committee 

resolutions would be no guarantee of future security for 
them or anyone else. Altogether the principle is bad ; and 

men and women teachers anxious for the retention of the 
best conditions in the teaching market would do well to 

consider whether they shall not resolutely and unitedly 

refuse to tolerate the raising of an artificial standard for 

women. Men teachers especially should remember with 

what warmth they have at times condemned the various 

authorities which have, over and above the requirements of 

the State, demanded extra tests of efficiency by way of 

“special certificates.” To support the principle of the 

marriage bar for women is to add to the difficulties which 
•women would have to overcome in the effort to reach the ' 

highest standard. The probability of marriage would be an 

effective weapon for those to use who are interested in 
inferior remuneration for women as compared with men; 

and just because this principle in action tends to cheapen 

women’s work it would cheapen men’s too.

It is interesting to see how in other resolutions the truth 

of the principle of “ efficiency ” is emphasised in different 

ways. Thus, a resolution on the salaries of teachers calls 

for a minimum rate of wages for collegiate and non- 

collegiate teachers who are members of the Union, and as 

only fully qualified teachers can be members of the Union 

all integral points are allowed for here. Again, in the : 

resolutions affecting staffing of the schools where smaller j 
classes are asked for (this, indeed, being a genuine solution 
of the unemployed teachers’ question), a further clause 
asks for the abolition of the “supplementary teacher.” To 
the uninitiated it is enough to say that this class of teacher 
represents the unqualified teacher—a far greater danger to 
the teaching profession than the qualified married woman 
teacher could under any circumstances possibly be.

The Moral.

To sum up, the whole question of the employment of 
the married woman teacher in the schools has been raised 
in the present acute form by circumstances outside the 
control of the married women teachers, for which they 
are not, either directly or indirectly, responsible. Consis- 
tency demands that if teaching capacity, the possession 
of certain Government certificates, and membership of the 
Teachers’ Unions are synonymous with the meaning of the 
word " efficiency " as expressed in Resolution 27, then mar- 
riage, where it does not derogate from the fulfilment of

During Easter week the representatives of that important 
body of workers, the Elementary School Teachers of 
England and Wales, will gather in Plymouth, and in the 
name of the National Union of Teachers will discuss 

various matters of .professional and general educational 

interest. In view of what has before been said in our 
columns, the Conference Agenda of 1910 has a special 

appeal in the matter of resolutions 27, 141 and 142, all 
dealing with the question of the married woman teacher, 

the text of the resolutions in question being:

Resolution 27: “That women teachers should retain 
their position after marriage so long as they render efficient 

service.”

Resolution 141: “That this Conference, while abstaining 

from expressing any opinion as to the relative merits of 

married and unmarried women as teachers, and while 

strongly deprecating the dismissal of any of the married 

women who are at present serving under the various 
Education Authorities, is of opinion that in future marriage 

should terminate a woman teacher’s engagement; and that 

in such cases the full value of all payments made by the 

teacher to the Deferred Annuity Fund shall be repaid to her 
for a full discharge of all claim under the Elementary 

Teachers’ (Superannuation) Act."

Resolution 142: " Thatin the opinion of this Conference, 
when the appointments of Married Women Teachers are 

terminated, such teachers should receive equitable com- 

pensation."

The Only True Test.

Resolution 27 embodies the principle we have persistently ' 

emphasised and insisted upon: that efficiency should be the ■ 

test of work, and that by “efficiency ’’ is meant not only | 

efficient service in the actual work of teaching, but also, in 
the interest of the professional status of the teacher, the satis- ; 

factory fulfilment of requirements in those other regions of ' 

efficiency known as " qualifications." One would think that 1 

the logic of the position was clear enough: that if married 

women teachers were fully and properly qualified and fully 
and properly capable as teachers, and were in every respect | 

like other teachers (except in the unfortunate matter of 1 

being married), their position in the educational world ' 

was not one calculated to damage the position of other 
teachers, any more than that of the married man teacher 
who can do no more than fulfil the same conditions of 

employment. Indeed, such a cry as the danger of married ’ 
women in the schools should only have been raised if the | 

whole army of teachers to-day were both qualified and I 
efficient in the actual practice of their art (which, as all 

ruthful teachers would allow, is far from being the actual 

case), and if at the same time with the schools full of these 

fully qualifiedteachers there was yet a surplus.

Because of these considerations distinct elements of 

weakness are noticeable in Resolution 141, which, though 

good in intention, is, professionally considered, wide 

of the mark. The first proviso,That this Conference, while 

abstaining from expressing any opinion as to the relative 
merits of married and unmarried women as teachers,” is a 

fit and proper reservation. It would indeed be a thankless 

task for the Conference to bend its energies upon this aspect, 

and with national and local provision for the appointment 

of umpires in the persons of the inspectors of the schools ' 
there would not be much justification for such proceedings 

What the 'Conference, as representing above all else the pro- | 

fessional status of the teacher, is concerned with is that all 

teachers fully qualified to act as teachers, and within the 

ranks of the Unions formed by teachers for their united pro- • 
tection, are entitled to the full support and backing of their ; 

Unions, irrespective of sex, irrespective of marriage.

If those who advocate the added restriction of maxriage 

disability for women teachers (who already suffer from 

the disability of sex in the matter both of status and J 
remuneration) will acknowledge the truth to themselves, , 

that it is not so much (if at all) the sentimental eonsidera- 

tion of woman in marriage and woman’s place, &c., which 

so exercises their minds as the economic question pure and 

simple, they will be on the main road to a genuine and 
practical understanding of the difficulty and its solution 

it is acknowledged that a great number of qualified teachers 

are out of employment, and that this is a serious matter 

especially for the teacher so affected. What the cause and 
how things are to be remedied are the practical considera- 

lions which follow realisation of the situation. The | 
parochial and short-sighted view is that perhaps the em- 
ployment of married women has something to do with the | 

trouble. Remedy, turn the married woman teacher out . 
The statesmanlike view is expressed in Resolution 9 on the | 

supply of teachers.

these qualifications, should not in itself disqualify. Nor 
does the question of “special privileges " for widows and 

others weaken the case. It is not a matter of privilege to 
allow a widow to earn her bread. The community expects 
it if she has no means, and if she does not do so, and goes 
on the rates, the public has to pay, so that it is certainly to 
the gain of the community that she earns her livelihood. 
Nor does the Post Office provide an adequate analogy in 
the particular case of the teachers, for no one will deny that 
the intimate human relationship in effective school training 
is on a different plane from the mechanical relationships of 
the Post Office; and though there is no reason for terminating 
the service of all married women in the Post Office when 
marriage takes place, and purely on this ground, on the 
other hand, there is every reason why distinct teaching gifts 
should be preserved for the public good, and especially 
if the teachers so concerned were wishful to continue 
those services. As for the great home argument, that is 
not only in theory a matter outside the sphere of control of 
Education Committees and other possible critics, but is in 
actual practice a matter of very different application so far 
as the bodies of workers happen severally to be married 
women teachers, caretakers’ wives, and charwomen in the 
Education Offices, let us say. If the argument is good for 
one group of workers in the abstract it is good for the 
others.

If for the charwoman and caretaker work done efficiently 
is the basis of payment, such ground is just as safe for the 
feet of all who walk in the paths of industry wherever they 
may be.

And this, from first to last, is about all the moral there is 
in the seemingly difficult problem of the married woman 
teacher! ,

HUMAN EQUALITY.
There is no king by right divine

To rule and reign, and a‘ that;
Nor princely rank, nor lordly line— 

Equality for a‘ that!
For a‘ that, and a‘ that.

Dynastic power and a‘ that,
A common birthright crowns us all

With liberty for a‘ that.

Let fools and upstarts claim to find
In ancestry and a‘ that

A higher post to them assigned—
Mankind are one for a‘ that ।

For a‘ that, and a‘ that,
A pompous air and a‘ that.

It matters not how born or bred, 
We’re of one blood for a’ that.

Though woman never can be man.
Nor change her sex and a‘ that.

To equal rights, ‘gainst class or clan.
Her claim is just for a‘ that!

For a‘ that, and a‘ that,
" Her proper sphere" nd a’ that.

In all that makes a living soul
She matches man for a‘ that.

She asks no favours at his hands.
On berded knee and a‘ that;

She is his peer where’er he stands.
In spite of sex and a‘ that!

For a‘ that, and a‘ that,
Fair play for her and a’ that.

In all the grave concerns of life—
This is her due for a‘ that.

In every land, in every age.
How hard her lot and a‘ that!

A vassal grade her heritage.
Dependent, poor, and a‘ that!

For a‘ that, and a‘ that.
Injustice vile and a‘ that.

All noble souls will woman aid
To gain her cause for a‘ that.

Oh! woe for man, proud arbiter!
- ■ And judgments sore and a‘ that.
For Heaven’s displeasure they incur

Who tyrannise and a‘ that!
For a‘ that, and a‘ that.

Most deeply wronged and a‘ that.
Though subjugated from her birth.

She still aspires for a‘ that.

Down with all barriers that prevent
Her culture, growth, and a‘ that;

Her equal place in government,
In Church and State, and a‘ that!

For a" that, and a‘ that.
The ballot-box and a‘ that. 

Whatever right a man may claim 
Belongs to her for a‘ that.

Soul is the complement of soul.
And sex of sex for a‘ that;

Each is included in the whole.
The whole in each for a‘ that 1

For a‘ that, and a‘ that.
Fall liberty and a‘ that.

For manhood and for womanhood, 
By grace of God, for a‘ that.

WA. LLOYD GARRISON.
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To the Members of the w.S.P.U.

The Exhibition of Fruits, Flowers, etc.,
FOR EASTER

At our Stores is well worth a visit.
The Fruit is the finest (as one of our 
Customers styles it) in London — 
the Flowers are a picture, and the 
prices compatible with every
one’s purse.

What can you want more?

SHEARN'S,
London’s Largest Floral, Fruit and Health Food Stores,

231 & 234, Tottenham Court Road, W.
All Supplies Fresh Daily. Free Delivery in London and 

most suburbs.
- Call, write or ‘phone—Gerrard 6555.

EASTER Lilies and Dainty Baskets of Fruits and 
Flowers will be a speciality.

r— DIMOLINE PIANO CO.—
Silencing Stop Pianos

From 20 gns. cash.

THE FINEST ENGLISH 
PIANO MADE.

In stock at Bargain Prices, Bech- 
stein, Bluthner, Broadwood, etc.

PLAYER PIANOS. 
SIMPLEX PLAYERS.

Special terms to Members W.S.P.U.

FURNITURE, Etc.
GRACE JONES,

Manager, Mus. DIMOLIE Johes,
11, Parkhurst Rd., HOLLOWAY.

(Private House.)

BOOKS
On sale at The Woman's Press.

Awakening of Women, The. By Mrs. F. SWINEY 1/- net. 

Ballads of Brave Women. By ALFRED H. MILES 1/- net.

British Free Women. By C. C. Stopes ... 2/6 

Case for Women’s Suffrage. By Brougham
Villiers. ... ... (Paper covers) 1/-net.

Englishwoman's Year Book ...........................2/6 net.

For and Against BY LADY SYBIL Smith ... 6d.
How the Vote was Won. A Play. By Cicely

HAMILTON and Christopher ST. JOHN ... 3d. 
Marriage as a Trade. By Cicely Hamilton 8/- net. 

" No Votes for Women.” By Lady Constance

LYTTON  ......................................... .. ... 3d.net.

Press Cuttings. By BERNARD SHAW ... ... 1/-net,
Record of Women's Suffrage. By HELEN

Blackburn .......................................j ... B/-
Sphere of Man and Woman In the Constitution.
, ’ By C. C. Stopes ... ............................. 6d. net.

Subjection of Women, The. By J. STUART MILL 6d. net. 

Votes for Women (Text of the Play). By
ELIZABETH Robins ... ................ ... 1/-net.

Woman: Her Position To-day. By Miss
Constance Smedley ............................. 6d. net.

Woman and Economics. By Mrs. Perkins

GILMAN ... .......................................................6d.net.

Woman’s Secret By ELIZABETH ROBINS ... 6d. net.
Woman’s Suffrage. By ARNOLD HARRIS MATHEW 1/-net.

THREE NEW PAMPHLETS.
The spirit of Youth, and Spring, and Morning, of 

lambkins frisking in meadows, and of Puck laughing in the 
tree-tops, must have inspired Irene Rutherford McLeod 
when she conceived her play " The Reforming of Augustus.*’ 

That Augustus needed reforming, and needed it badly, we 
all knew—and that the process was a very costly one, 
involving the raising of something not much under 
£100,000, we knew too. - But it fell to the lot of one of the 
youngest in the movement, a girl of some seventeen years, 
to translate the process of reformation into the language of 
light fantastic comedy, to transport us to the shadowy 
Forest of Dreams and show us Augustus being reformed by. 
good fairies and made finally to dance at the bidding of Joy. 
" When," says the Queen of Justice, “foolish mortals are 
too stubborn to obey my voice we make them dance, until 
for very weariness, they must give in."

The sprite Joy, and Jingles (who is Puck under another 
name) visit Mary Godfrey as she sinks into an armchair 
wearied out with the rudeness and stupidity of her brother 
Augustus, and his mulish refusal to understand her revolt 
against his notions of the subjection of women. Then 

occurs the following dialogue:-—
JINGLES (sitting cross-legged on the floor teside'MAiiY, speaking in 

a dreamy voice) : I came through the clouds, hidden in the 
streaming hair of the East Wind . . . the East Wind 
chanted a wailing song, and I wept, for your world is sad.

• Child of the Earth,, your world is sad.
MARY (sniffing audibly): Don’t talk like that, or youll make 
, me cry! 0 -

JINGLES (springing to his feet) : Yes, ‘tis folly to be sad. Let’s 
be jolly, let’s be mad. (Dancing.).. . But come, tell me 
all about it.

MARY : All about what ?
JINGLES : Your amiable brother.
MARY : I suppose it’s my fault as much as his. I’ve been too 

patient, and I’ve only just begun to see-——
JINGLES : You’ve only just begun to see that too much patience 

is inglorious. Ah, Mary, too much patience is no good! 
When some people are too patient, some people become 
tyrants, and that’s no good. Oh, no good at all.

MARY : You are talking just like a Suffragette.
JINGLES: Talking like a Suffragette, am I ? Oh, that’s good,. 

that’s one of the best jokes I’ve heard during all the 
billions of years I’ve existed! And supposing I am a 
Suffragette I -

MARY : How could you be, you queer creature ?
JINGLES: Why shouldn’t I? Why, Portia is a Suffragette- 

Portia and I live together in the same house—at least, our 
shadows do . . . Now, listen carefully while I describe the 
house. It has two arms, two legs, and------

MARY: Why, you mean a person!
JINGLES: Don’t interrupt, its rude—and a head, covered with 

brown hair, that is soft as the softest silk, and is always 
tumbling about in little wavy strands. She has blue eyes— 
bluer than yours, bluer than mine. Our eyes beside hers 
are like grey pools that lie in the shadow, for they cannot 
flash as hers flash, nor laugh as hers laugh. This glorious 
house is slender and graceful as a sapling silver-birch------

MARY: Why, that’s Cr------
JINGLES: Now, didn’t I tell you not to interrupt ? If you 

know who it is, so do we all, don’t we ? (To audience.) 
Anyway, it’s the most delicious, house to occupy. Portia 
and I snuggle up together in the cosiest corner of that 
house, the corner of the Heart, and when she is tired or 
sad she calls, " Spirit of Youth, Spirit of Youth, where 
are you ?" and I answer, " Here am I, here am I." Then 
she has no more fear. (Laughing.) When she is cross- 
examining Cabinet Ministers she calls, "Portia, Portia, 
I want you; and Spirit of Youth, you too.” Then stupid, 
dull Earth people wondered " how she kept up for so long. 
Why, some of them even called her Portia !

Another quotation: The Queen of Justice is receiving 
reports from the fairies Deputation, By-Election Protest- 
Maker, Hunger-Striker, Courage, and Stone-Thrower:—

HUNGEK-STRIKER : I left a dark punishment cell, and the last 
thing I saw was a white face peering out of the darkness, 
and a flame of golden hair.That was all. The girl was 
ill but still determined.

QUEEN: Of course, thank you, sister. Tell us your thoughts, 
Jingles.

JINGLES : Your Majesty, they are about the Forest of Dreams. 
Then there is soft music; the fairies take up the strain: 
“ The Shadowy Forest of Dreams," and Jingles tells how 
a woman went seeking the Land of the Free; how she lost 
the Forest of Dreams but found her Soul .. . We could go 
on quoting, for, the play is full of good things—good and 
wise. But space forbids, and we can only add that it 
was produced for the first time on January 15, 1910, 
at the Rehearsal Theatre, Maiden Lane, Strand, and that 
Londoners are to have another opportunity of seeing it in 
the same theatre on Saturday, April 9. The book of the 
words, with portrait of the Author as Jingles, may be 
obtained from the Woman’s Press, 4, Clements Inn, W.C. 

Price 2d.

THE BLAZING TORCH.
" You will have the Vote. Truth is great and will 

prevail. The, utter truth will slay the utter lie. . . . 
You have flung into the world a blazing torch of beauty. 
You have proclaimed for the first time that the old rule of 
sex is dead, and that the new rule of human beings, of 
comrades, may begin, to make this world liker a star and 
life something liker what God breathed into the clay."

So spoke Mr. John Masefield to the audience of Suffra- 

gettes and others gathered at the Queen's Hall on 
February 14th. The words were the closing ones of a 
speech full of great and beautiful thoughts—a clarion call 
to high endeavour and heroic action. Those who were 
privileged to listen to Mr. Masefield’s Confession of Faith* 
in woman suffrage felt that his words spurred them on to 
fresh effort in the fight for women’s emancipation.

The fighter needs to hear the voice of the seer. From 
the din and smoke of battle the Suffragette must every now 
and again pause and listen for the voice of the prophet.

? "My Faith in Woman’s Suffrage." By John Mazefield. The Woman’s 
Press. , One Penny. ;

else would she lose heart. And Mr. Masefield is both seer 
and prophet. Because he is a seer he confesses his faith in 
woman suffrage; because he sees into the heart of the 
movement he is a prophet. For those who see into its 
heart know that victory is in sight.

A SUFFRAGETTE A CENTURY AGO.
It is not everyone who has time to read (and re-read, for 

it is a book impossible to grasp without careful study) the 
famous “ Vindication of the Rights of ’Woman,” and we are 
grateful to Mrs. Clayton for collecting some of those passages 
bearing on women’s enfranchisement, and pointing out 
their applicability to-day. For the thoughts of this Suffra- 
gette of a hundred years ago are still, many of them 
strangely appropriate. Although many of her aspirations 
have been fulfilled in the way of higher education and pro- 
fessional opportunitiesfor women, the barrier of sex- 
disability remains. And Mrs. Clayton points out that Mary 
Wollstonecraft’s text is the text of the Suffragette of the 
20th century: "To end the mastery of man over woman, 
and no less the mastery of woman over man." Incidentally 
Mrs. Clayton gives an interesting definition of a certain kind 
of chivalry " which generally means a man doing something 
for a woman which she is perfectly able to do for herself." 
Suffragettes should buy " Mary Wollstonecraft and the 
Women’s Movement of To-day," by Margaret S. Clayton, 

(Frank Palmer. 3d. net.)

BOOKS RECEIVED.
" Friedrich Nietzsche.” By M. A. Mugge, Ph.D. (London I 

Fisher Unwin. 10s. 6d. net.)
"George Sand." By Rene Doumic. (London: Chapman 

and Hall. 10s.6d.net.)-
"Gambetta." By P. B. Gheusi. (London : Fisher Unwin. 

12s. 6d. net.)

"Women’s Suffrage in Many Lands." By Alice Zimmer 
New and Revised Edition. (Published at 13, Bream’s 
Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C. 1s. net.) - ■ .
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UNION COLOURS, BADGES, &c.
Address Books ... ........................... ... 2/-
Bags (in Leather) ... 2/-, 2/6, 3/6, 5/6, and 10/6 each
Bead and Leather Neck Chains ...
Belts, Hand-made Leather ...
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Blotters ...........................
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A MODERN CALVARY.
• By Mabel Capper.

The streets are bright with spring sunshine. ' Idle crowds 
fill the pavements. Light laughter is borne on the breeze. 
Suddenly, like a quickly - moving shadow, the prison van 
passes by, unheeded by the careless throng.

In the gloom of the van the Suffragette cranes her neck 
to catch a glimpse through thebars of the gay world 
without and hums the chorus of the “ Marseillaise " to calm 
her quickly-beating heart. This is her first experience, and 
the terrors of the unknown loom fearfully ahead. Her 
memory is full of the sufferings of her comrades—stomach 
tubes, handcuffs, punishment cells; will she be able to bear 
up as they did? Oh! that she might be brave! This is 
the prayer on her white lips as every jolt of the van carries 
her a few yards nearer to the terrors beyond.

In the next pen another woman crouches, whose heart 
also beats fast with fear of what is to come. The child in 
her arms lifts its voice in wailing as the tears of its mother 
fall hot upon its cheek. The other occupants of the van are , 
making the most of their time together. Coarse jokes are 
bandied from man to woman, harsh laughter grates upon 
the ear. The van stops, gates are flung open. - The House 
of Sorrows looms in front, grey and austere. In single file 
the prisoners pass along the yard—the woman in the tawdry 
rags, a jest still on her lips; the girl in the threadbare dress, 
her child held tightly in her arms; then—the Suffragette.: 
The doors have opened—shut. The unknown has raised its 
veil. . . ..

A week has passed. The Suffragette wearily leans her 
head on her hand and glances up at the barred window, 
through which the sun vainly tries to send a few comforting 
rays. How weary she is. Night after night she has lain 
awake listening to the sounds of sobbing in the next cell, 
heartrending sobs mingling with the insistent wailing of a 
child. Each morning in chapel she has looked into the . 
faces of hundreds of women, women whose faces tell of 
evil, women whose faces tell of sorrow, all with the common 
look of apathetic despair. Each morning she has seen the 
girl-mother, and has wondered what misfortune has filled 
the eyes of one so young with such hopeless misery. But 
it is of herself she is thinking now, in the solitude of her cell. 
The dark cloud in the Place of Sorrows has cast its shadow 
over her bright face, and in her eyes is a look which tells of 
physical pain and fear. “Can I keep up the struggle ?" she 
asks herself, " seven days only have passed out of thirty-one. 
Oh ! for more courage."

A footstep echoes on the gallery. Her face blanches. 
" Can it be the doctor?" Her door has been left open for 
a few minutes by a kindly officer. Tremblingly she pulls 
it open and sees outside the sad face of the . girl-mother. 
The girl pauses, and after a hurried backward glance along 
the gallery steps into the cell. "I must speak to you, there's 
no one about," she whispers. “ What are you here for ? 
What are they doing to you? The women say you've had 
nothing to eat for three days. I've heard the doctor 

in your cell. I've seen them carrying bowls of water in, 
and a basket covered with a cloth. I heard you scream 
once. Oh, tell me, what is it ? What does it mean?" Her 
eyes eagerly search the face of the Suffragette, who 
whispers : " It means that women who are happy and com. 
fortable want other women to have the same chances as 
they have had." Then, with an intense look into the 
eyes which are fixed on her face: “Men must no longer 
use women for their pleasure and then cast them on one 
side. Our daughters must have a chance to lead a happy 
childhood and to earn an honest living." With a glance 
round the cell she adds: " We want women to be able 
to keep out of these places. ... Tell me what has brought 
you here."

While she has been speaking a wondering look of dawning 
comprehension has come over the face of the other. " He 
promised to marry me," she murus in a far-away voice 
" and, oh! I loved him so." Her voice breaks; her eyes 
fill withtears. “He left me. I lost my work. I had no 
money left. They were going to turn me out, and—and 
there was her—my baby. I thought if it wasn't for me he 
would look after her, so I wrote him a letter and made her 
look sweet. I pawned my coat and bought her a shawl. 
She was ready for him when he caine, and I drank some 1 
stuff, but they found me too soon aud brought me here.”

The struggling sunbeams burst through the thickness of 
the glass and shone upon the faces of the women; the one 
whom the law had broken, the other who had broken the 
law that she might have a right to mend it. But a light 
which was not born of the sunshine came into the face of the 
Suffragette, to be reflected on the face of the girl who has 
suffered. Eagerly she cries: " I know now why you are 
here; it is to help such as me, and my baby will have a 
better chance than I had. Oh, I wish I could thank you,” 

she adds simply: “ I shall not be afraidany more." “Nor 
shall I be,” whispers the Suffragette.

The sun has set. Flickering gas jets faintly illuminate 
each cell. The Suffragette still rests her head on her hand, 

but no longer wearily. The doctor has been, has carried 
out his orders and found his victim unflinching. The bright 
light still shines in her face. In the next cell the mother 
leans over the cradle of her child. There is a glowin her 
eyes, a snile on her lips. Softly she croons a lullaby ....

Away in the town below men are laughing, women are 
weeping. The crowds in the streets feverishly clutch at the 
minutes as they pass, and pleasure and pain still fight for 

supremacy.
But here in the prison Peace has laid her cool hands on 

the brows of the pilgrims. Before the beacons of Hope 
the shadows of fear have fled, as night shadows flee before 
the morning sun. And the child smiles in her sleep.

Flannelette.
If purchasers of this useful 

material for underwear all 
the year round would buy 
the best English make, 
which can be obtained from 
all leading Drapers, they 
would avoid the risks they 
undoubtedly run with the 
inferior qualities of Flan- 
nelette.
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" HORROCKSES" stamped on Selvedge 

every 5 yards.
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FRENCH BAMBIN HAT, 
16/6.
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T ADIES, DO NOT THROW AWAY YOUR SOILED 
1i CORSETS or BELTS, but BEND them to be CLEANED and 
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MRS. PROUE,
COURT CORSETIERE AND BELT MAKER 
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COR8ETS AND BELTS ACCURATELY COPIED,
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The Woman’s Press supplies

PICTURE POSTCARDS of the leaders
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incidents in the Agitation.

The Women’s Social
and Political Union

OFFICE t

4, CLEMENTS INN, STRAND, W.C.
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The Women's Social and Political Union are NOT asking 
for a vote for every woman, but simply that sex shall cease 
to be a disqualification for the franchise.

At present men who pay rates and taxes, who are owners, 
occupiers, lodgers, or have the service or university fran- 
chise, possess the Parliamentary vote. The Woman's Social 
and Political Union claim that women who fulfil the same 
conditions shall also enjoy the franchise.

It is estimated that when this claim has been conceded 
about a million and a quarter women will possess the vote 
in addition to the seven and a half million men who are at 
present enfranchised.

The Women’s Social and Political Union claim that a 
simple measure, giving the vote to women on these terms, 
shall be passed immediately.

Votes for Women
4, CLEMENTS INN, STRAND.
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PRINCIPLE OR PARTY.
Are we, the Liberals of to-day, keeping abreast of 
the best traditions of Liberalism ? If we are, we 

. justify our existence ; if we are not,we deserve as 

a party to come to an end.
— RT. HoN. H. H.AsQUITH.

It is only a little while ago that a strongappeal wa s 
being made by Liberal men to Liberal women all over" 
the country to stand loyally to their party in spite of 
its shortcomings. The Liberal Press urged this appeal 
with special vigour. The women were told that the 
refusal of the Liberal Government to grant Woman 
Suffrage ought not to alienate them from party 
allegiance. They were warned that the course pursued 
by the Women’s Social and Political Union in seeking 
to entice women Liberals into opposition to the Govern- 
ment, and in urging Liberal men to vote against it at 
the polls, was not only mistaken, but immoral. It was, 
an outrage, they said, against the sacred name , of 
Liberalism.

The events of the last few weeks have thrown a

searchlight on this doctrine of the subservience of prin
ciple and conviction to party allegiance. Faced with 
the alternative of supporting blindly a Government 
which fails to carry out Liberal principles, or of striking 
a blow at it which shall bring it back to a sense of 
duty, many Liberal men throughout the country have 
unhesitatingly adopted the latter ; and this course. has 
been frankly supported by a considerable section of 
the Liberal Press. .

In a recent issuethe British Weekly, the well- 
known Nonconformist paper, which has been hitherto 
enthusiastically Liberal, directed a hot fire against the 
members of the Government. Their tactics were con
demned, their duplicity was held up to scorn. Refer- 
ring to Mr. Asquith’s change of front on the question 
of the reform of the House of Lords as opposed to the 
restriction of its veto, the editor said:—

Besides, we had the pledge of the Prime Minister that he 
would attempt no such thing in the present Parliament. Is 
there any parallel in the proceedings of Parliament to the total 
abandonment of a programme by a leader ? We know no pre- 
cedent. The Government must have known that the Irish with 
the Labourists and a large section of the Liberals were dead 
against it. Was there ever such blundering? Was there ever 
such want of foresight ?

A still more striking illustration has been provided 
this week by the Nation, the prominent Liberal weekly 
review. It castigates Sir Edward Grey for supporting 
" reform ” of the House of Lords; it riddles Mr. 
McKenna with criticism for his Navy Estimates and for 
his method of explaining them; it pours a vigorous 
broadside into the general policy of the Government in 
the following words:—

If the leadership of the Liberal Party is to be more successful 
in the future than it has been in the recent past, two elementary 
conditions must be observed. . Our leaders must give more 
consideration to the feelings of their supporters and less to those 
of their opponents, and they must not shut their eyes to 
palpable facts or expect us to do so at their bidding. It is 
with some effort and at the cost of some personal sacrifice to 
many of the rank and file that Liberal leaders are placed in 
power. They owe to their supporters in return some effort 
to carry out Liberal ideas, some sign that Liberal policy differs 
from Conservative, some proof that they rely on Liberal support 
and not on the applause of the Opposition benches and the 
Unionist Press. In the matter of the reform of the House of 
Lords, above all, the party had every reason to believe that the 
Government were united, clear, and determined in their policy 
before the election. The party went to the poll to support that 
policy, and it has listened to the interpretation of its verdict, 
given in such speeches as that of Sir Edward Grey, with sheer 
stupefaction. " Leadership” of this kind must cease, or the 
party will cease.

What is the reason for this change of front ? Have the 
cardinal virtues altered ? Have the Liberals suddenly 
been converted to the true principles of political 
morality ? No 1 The reason for the difference in point 
of view is simply that on this occasion we are dealing 
with matters which concern men as well as women, 
whereas previously it was only a woman’s question 
which was being considered.

This is not, of course, the explanation that will be 
given by Liberal supporters; they will say that the 
object and method of attack is different in the two 
cases; whereas women were seeking to defeat the 
Government,. they are • merely giving a friendly 
warning. But this difference is purely illusory. 
The women, by their attack on the Government, have 
weakened and injured its prestige, and have reduced its 
majority in the House of Commons by defeating its 
candidates at the polls, knowing that by no other 
means would the Liberal Government be brought back 
to the true path of democracy. In precisely the same 
way the present attacks of the Liberal Press weaken 
and injure the prestige of the Liberal Government, and 
strengthen the hands of those Liberal members of 
Parliament who are prepared to vote against the 
Government, and, if need be, to destroy it, unless it 
stands by its principles. But the Nation and the 
British Weekly and the Liberals up and down the 
country who have taken this course know that the 
worst friendof Liberalism is he who connives at breach 
of its principles by a Liberal Government. It is better, 
even at great sacrifice and temporary disaster, to keep it - . 
true to itself. For the principles for which a party 
stands are more vital than its leaders, greater than all 
its machinery, more lasting than the whole of its 
members.

The scales are falling from the eyes of women. 
One by one the petty hypocrisies with which poli- 
ticians have attempted to deceive them are becom- 
ing exposed to their view. Each new exposure is 
accompanied by new understanding which will render 
the political weapon of the vote more valuable when it 
falls at last into their hands.

F. W. Pethick Lawrence.

LIFE MILITANT AND 
TRIUMPHANT.

"God gave thy soul brave wings : use not the feathers - 
To make thyself a bed against ill weathers.”

The lark beats up higher and higher with ecstatic 
wings till he is lost inthe light of the sun. And the 
eong that he pours forth in praise of being is an 
awakening call to the spirit of the listener..

Half hidden under a drift of withered fallen leaves, 
sheltered between the roots of a naked tree, the brave 
primrose unfolds its starry blossoms and fills the heart 
of the wanderer in the woods with its message of 
resurrection.

The swelling buds on bush and hedge and 
sapling flush the distant landscape rosy in the 
light of the sun. Every hour unfolds some hidden 
hope, some new promise of the earth. For the season 
of sleep and death is over and the procession of life 
has begun.

, This is Easter. There is no heart so sorrowful that 
it feels not a throb of joy in the universal awakening. 
There is no soul so dull that it feels not a stirring of 
hope and aspiration. Youth enters upon its inheritance 
and claims its eternal victory. The past is' dead. The 
future calls, and all the heart of nature and of man 
responds.

To those who are living in touch with the awakening 
heart of womanhood in these great days of transition 
the resurrection of life universally manifested, in sight 
and sound, and colour is full of a new significance. 
The world without tallies with the world of thought 
and feeling within us.

Every bud, every leaf and blossom that we see 
has attained the light by bursting the bonds that 
have held it imprisoned. The manifestation of energy, 
beauty arid fulfilment sets the seal upon the aspiration 
and the faith to which our whole lives are attuned.

We see the warriors of the sun go forth to fight the 
armies of the mist, like the thoughts which are going 
forth to-day from ardent hearts, thoughts whose power 
shall sleep no more, thoughts that shall disperse the 
mists of prejudice and change the face of the human 
world.

As we watch the swelling bud and the bursting 
sheath, as we imagine the beat of the wings within the 
egg and see the breaking shell, we think of the sting, 
the stir, the striving after freedom that have quickened 
the women of the race as they press with throbbing 
heart outwards against their restrictions and limitations. 
Every vital joy is fraught with the vital pain of being 
and of growth.

Spring is a ringing tournament whence youth 
emerges triumphant. The Easter hymn is a war song. 
It is the song of the hero who has vanquished death 
and conquered the pains and terrors of bell.

Life in its essence and in its height means conflict. 
And only the warrior wears the crown. To be ever 
militant is to be ever young; it is to be every moment 
alive with tingling nerve and singing soul. To be at 
ease with the world, to submit patiently to its restric- 
tions, to acquiesce in the limitations put upon the 
mind’s unfolding is to dwell with soul asleep in 
stagnant winter. It is to die in the end, never having 
known what it is to live. - . > • ! - t
5 The awakening, the challenge, the riding forth to 
give battle, the desperate encounter,the mortal agony, ; 
the bursting of the bonds of death and the grave—these 

things make the Easter hymn the warrior’s triumph 
song. Fair is the face of the earth to-day, for life 
militant has become life triumphant.

And attuned with the joy of the earth is the joy in 

the soul of the woman who has suffered, and wrought, 
and fought for that freedom without which no life can 
attain fulfilment, and has conquered pain and the fear 
of death, and knows the power of the resurrection in 
her own life and in the life of the womanhood of the
race.

Emmeline Pethick Lawrence.

HOW THE WOMEN OF NORWAY WON THE VOTE
By Mr. J. Castberg, ex-Minister of Justice in Norway.

(Report of a Speech delivered at the Albert Hall,
March

One of the most prominent features of modern civilisation 
is the growing recognition of, women’s right to secure the 

same social and political ■ conditions as men. This is eon. 

nected with the strong need of mankind of a higher social 
justice, and with the general- growth of democratic ideas. 

The victorious struggle for the women’s vote has in most 

countries partly followed, partly gone hand in hand with 

reforms and reform movements, which, little by little, have 

trained men to look upon women as of equal legal standing 

with themselves, and which have strengthened the self- 
respect, the self-confidence, and the social faculties of 
women. On that basis the agitation for women’s vote was 

conducted.

+ In Norway, the Municipal Vote was first granted to 
women in 1901, and the Parliamentary Vote in 1907. The 

men in our country have universal suffrage: one man one 
vote. No system of plural voting exists, and all Parliament
ary electors who live in the constituency one week before 

polling day are put on the register, and have the right to 

vote. About 450,000 men over 25 years of age have this 
right. Woman Suffrage, is, on the other hand, limited at 

present to those women who pay taxes, or whose husbands 
pay taxes, from a yearly income not less than about £20. 

As the incomes of small farmers, land labourers, and 
domestic servants are set very low, this limitation excludes 

about two-fifths of the women ; i.e., about 200,000 out of 

500,000. With the Municipal Suffrage of women is con- 
nected their eligibility not only for the councils, but for all 

commissions and offices to which men are eligible; and with 

the Parliamentary Suffrage is connected the eligibility for 
Parliament.In all cases eligibility involves the obligation 

to accept the function of sitting upon the councils if elected 

to do so. Thus eligibility is not only a right, but also a 
duty. ■

The Story of the Agitation.
The agitation for the women’s vote in Norway began 

about 1885. Women started the fight. By their strong 
arguments and by their demonstration of the injustice 
of excluding women from public rights they roused 
the conscience of the people, and from the first met with 
sympathy and support from the Labour parties, the most 
prominent Liberal politicians, and a good many of the 
Liberal Party. Proposals for the suffrage for women were 

i laid repeatedly before Parliament, but as the granting of this 
involved a change in the Constitution, and consequently a 
qualified, majority of two-thirds, it was some time before 
any change was made.

The opponents of Woman Suffrage based their arguments 
upon the statement that woman’s place is the home; but 
the supporters of the measure, on the other hand, con- 
tended that the woman’s vote would not interfere with her 

duties as wife and mother; that the interests of the family 
would be strengthened when in every home where husband 
and wife agreed upon great public questions two votes were 
given instead of one. In all countries, they urged, our 
industrial system has compelled a very great number of 
women to take a prominent share in the production of 
wealth, and the women on the whole—married as well as 
unmarried—have quite as great and important and heavy 

duties to perform towards mankind and society as men. 
And the vote would develop the public spirit of women and, 
in that way, be a valuable educating force, as the suffrage 
had been to men; the general welfare of the people 
would be promoted by the admission of women’s interests 
and influence into politics, and the principle of self-govern- 
ment required the admission of all citizens, notwithstanding 
sex, to the right of voting; the admission of women 
into the body of enfranchised citizens was only an act of 
justice.
. As in 1898, the Universal Parliamentary Suffrage was 
granted to men, the position of Conservatives was slightly 
altered, and many of them were induced to support the 
women’s vote as a Conservative force in politics. When the 
Universal Municipal Suffrage was carried in 1901 (three years 

later) a Municipal Vote for women followed, making two-fifths 

of married and unmarried women over twenty-five years of 
; age municipal voters. At three General Municipal Elections 
all over the country—in 1901, 1904, and 1907—thewomen 
have practised the right of voting. Their activity has 

been variable in different parts of the country, though 
greatest in the towns. It-has, however, increased each 
time. The number of actively voting women from 1901 to 

1907 rose from 78,000 to 91,000; the number of actively 
voting women relatively to the whole of those enfranchised, 

from 1901 to 1907, rose in the towns from 48 to 63 per cent., 
the last being considerably greater than the percentage of 
actively voting men in 1901. About 150 women are 
elected as members of the councils.

The women’s Municipal Vote promoted the carrying of their 
Parliamentary enfranchisement. The women were now a 
power whose good-will every party was anxious to gain, 
Local Government being of very great importance in our 
country, where Municipal Elections have a good deal of 
influence non the general political situation.

18, 1910.)
Women's Patriotism.

A new event then gave the women a chance of pressing ‘ 

their claim more closely upon public attention When in 
1905 the Union between Norway and Sweden was broken 

up it was resolved by the Storthing to appeal to the people, 

by way of a referendum, as to whether they would con- 

sent. The question was laid before the Parliamentary 

voters of the country, and the women were consequently 
excluded. But the women did not agree with this arrange- 

ment, and they established a referendum of their own in all 
the towns throughout the country. They formed organis- 
ations and put their names upon voting registers on their own 

account. In the official referendum about 400,000 men 
voted; only thirteen voted against the dissolution. About 
300,000 women, over 25 years of age, voted privately, all for 

the dissolution ; their love of national independence, their 

patriotism, guided their action. This deed on the part of 
the women roused the admiration of the men, and strength- 

ened the universal confidence in the public spirit of 
women. It gave the Storthing increased confidence in the , 

difficult and dangerous task J it proved that this policy of ; 

unlimited independence was backed up not only by the * 
men, but by the whole people; this was the more valuable 

as all knew that the policy of the Storthing might cause 

war with Sweden.
At the Parliamentary elections in the following year, 

1906, Women’s Enfranchisement was not only part of the 

platform programme of the Labour Parties, but of the 

Liberals also, and a great many of the Conservatives were 

now in favour of women’s Parliamentary enfranchisement, 
but a limited one. The Radicals did not approve of any 

limitations. For years the removal of the limitations of 

the men’s Parliamentary franchise had been the foremost 
political task in a long and arduous struggle for democratic 1 

development, but they came to the conclusion that the » 

injustice of the total exclusion of women from the 
franchise was greater than the injustice that excluded 

two-fifths of them, and they hoped that from such limited 

franchise it would be only a short step to the complete 
enfranchisement of women. ' . »

• On January 14th, 1907, the question was discussed and 

decided by the Storthing. First the proposal of Universal . 

Suffrage was defeated, 48 out of 123 members voting in 

favour of it. Then the Women’s Limited Franchise was 

approved by 96 members, only 27 voting against it. Of the 

majority, 67 were Labour, Radical, and Liberal members. .

How Women Voted.
The women for the first time made use of the new right 

at the General Election last autumn. In the two largest 

towns, Christiania and Bergen, the number of men’s votes 

was about 39,000, and the women’s votes about 33,000, i.e., 
70 per cent, of the enfranchised men and 72 per cent, of 
the enfranchised women used their votes.

What is the experience of this first participation of women 
in our Parliamentary elections ? First, have the women been 
directed by personal feelings or by regard to the sex of the 
candidates, or have general political questions influenced 
their votes ? The answer is that the women were divided 
on the same political party lines as the men. Their political 
and social views guided their actions, not the consideration 
of sex. One of the principal veterans for women’s rights. 
Miss Gina Krogh, stood as a candidate in one of the con- 
stituencies in Christiania, nominated by the Liberal organisa- 

tion. The majority of voters in that wealthy constituency 
gave their votes to her Conservative opponent, a man, and 
she was defeated. Altogether three women stood as candi- ,: 
dates, but they were all defeated by the votes of their 

political opponents of both sexes'. One woman was elected 
a deputy of a member, i.e., she takes his seat in Parliament, 
if he dies, or if he is unable to attend through illness or for - 
other reasons. r 5 aria

: Hopes for the Future.
I think it may be said that one of the first results cf the. 1r 

Parliamentary, franchise of women has been to bring to । 
light their public spirit, and their inclusion has also drawn (.1 
the attention of politicians more closely to the moral and I 

social aspects of politics. But the injustice of excluding =- 
200,000 women from the franchise has not been forgotten, 

and the institution of Universal Suffrage was proposed by 
the late Liberal Government, and is supported by many of 
the veterans for women’s rights.

As a Norwegian, I ani proud that my nation has been 
one of the first to include women in the rights of self- 
government. You may perhaps say that Norway is a very 

small country, but I may remind you that it is often from 
the very small nations that mankind derives its impulses. 

And our enfranchisement of women is an act of justice, 
and confidence pointing in the direction in which all nations 
of the civilised. world ’ must follow ns. Culture and 
righteousness grow apace:
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“Once again the Albert Hall has witnessed a 
great rally of the members and friends of the 
W.S.P.U. Each of the five great meetings pre- 

- viously heldthere has had its distinctive note 
—warlike, indignant, expectant, welcoming. 
Last Friday’s meeting was a combination of all 
these, with a louder note than all—the note of 
triumph, the confidence of assured victory. It 
was a meeting during a time of truce, but the 
truce was not one of weariness or of capitula- 
tion ; and there was no slackening of effort or 
desire to rest on the victories gained. The 
pause has given an opportunity for surveying 
the position, and the position is impregnable. 
Stronger than ever before in numbers, money, 
determination, and efficiency, the Union is 
giving a tottering Government one more chance 
to fulfil its pledges, one space in which to 
consider whether it would not be wiser to 
placate such a formidable enemy. If it does, 
victory is in sight ; if not, there will be war 

: again, but • the odds are now on the women’s 
• side. Not this Government, nor any other, can 

stand out long against the forces now arrayed 
against them.

This defiance to tyranny, this determination, 
ever greater as the goal comes within sight, 
this consciousness of power ran through all the 
speeches, and was echoed by the audience.

The War Chest.
- Itfound practical expressionin the generous 
"contributions, which in a few moments raised 

the fund from £61,426 to £63,092. Theenergy 
’ which never slacks is now being used to carry 

on a great educative mission all over the 
country, so that at the next election which may 
so soon be upon us, the Union will be doubly 
and trebly as formidable as in January, when, 
as the Government knows to its cost, it entered 
the field against a party which had betrayed 
Liberal principles. This never-ceasing work 
cannot be done without a full war chest, and 
never yet have the women—the poorer half of 
the community—failed to keep it overflowing.

No sooner was the collection announced than 
Miss Mordan , that staunch friend of the Union, 
rose and said she wished to be the first in the 
New Year to give £100. Promises of the same 
amount followed from Mrs. Garrett Anderson, 
M.D., Mrs. Pethick Lawrence, Mrs. Taylor, 

- "A Medical Woman," Mrs. Hertha Ayrton, 
i Mr, F. W. Pethick Lawrence, and from a 

visitor from the United States, who wished to 
" be anonymous ; £50 each from Mrs. Mortimer 

■ Budgett and Mrs. Morris; and £40 anony- 
mously. Miss Wilson then promised £5 on 

-condition that nineteen others would do the 
- same. This invitation was quickly responded 
. to, and a shower of similar sums brought the 

total to £1.700.
Miss Gladice Keevil, who has done such un- 

; sparing work in Birmingham and elsewhere, 
sent £5 with a telegram—" Longing to be back 
again in the fighting line; glimpses I have 
seen of the women’s lives in Morocco make me, 
if possible, more earnest than ever before.”

The Victoria Cross.
Some of those to whom so much of the 

present victory is due, the beloved and heroic 
comrades who suffered to the utmost to win 

- freedom for all, were on the platform, and 
3 received their medals fromMrs. Pankhurst. The 
list of those who have suffered imprisonment 
and its brutal accompaniments since the last 
meeting was Miss L. Atheling, Miss Bertha 
Brewster, Miss Violet Bryant, Miss F. 
Clarkson, Miss Norah Dunlop, Miss Garnett, 
Miss Godfrey, Miss Leslie Hall, Mrs. Hesmond 

. haigh. Miss Elsie Howey, Mrs. Violet Jones, 
Lady Constance Lytton, Miss Charlotte Marsh, 
Miss Selina Martin, Miss Lilian Norbury, Mrs. 
Rigby, and Miss Mary Wileox.

- All have given their utmost, but some have 
had to suffer more than others, and a thrill of 
special sympathy and appreciation went through

• the audience as Miss Leslie Hall, Lady Constance 
' Lytton, Miss Selina Martin, and Miss Charlotte 
Marsh took their medals from the hand of 
Mrs.Pankhurst. .

The presence on the platform of an ex- 
Cabinet Minister from a country where women 
have already and easily won their freedom gave 

: an added interest to the meeting. Mr. 
Castberg was listened to with the greatest 
attention, and the story of woman suffrage in 
Norway and its results formed a hopeful 
augury to those now in the thick of the 
struggle.

Mrs. Pankhurst, who was in the chair, spoke 
: of the satisfactory position of the Union and 

announced the three great features of the 
spring programme; the VOTES FOR WOMEN
Week, to extend the circulation of the paper

A TRIUMPHANT RALLY
The Sixth Great Meeting at the Albert Hall.

and make it the most popular weekly journal 
of our time; the Self-Denial Week, and the 
great Women’s Demonstration on May 28th, to 
show the strength of the demand for the 
franchise by the women of the country—a last 
chance, as Mrs. Pankhurst put it, of a great 
peaceful demonstration. She hoped that by 
now any government coming into power would 
put the freedom of women in its programme, 
and if so—" I proclaim for the militant 
suffragists we would forget all the injuries we 
have suffered, we would think only of the 
freedom that has come to us and we shall be 
prepared to do our part as enfranchised citizens 
and give our untiring efforts to make this 
country better than men can do it by them- 
selves.’’

Mr. J. Castkerg, a Liberal ex-Minister of 
Justice from Norway, described the 24 years’ 
struggle for woman suffrage in Norway, which 
was crowned with victory in 1909. The women 
in Norway had had to contend with the same 
difficulties as in this country, and a ripple of 
laughter greeted his remark that among the 
arguments of the opponents was the well-worn 
one that “ Woman’s place was the home.’

The result of the granting of the suffrage has 
been to awaken the public spirit of women ; 
they have drawn the attention of politicians to 
the moral and social side of politics. A verbatim 
report of his speech will be found on page 409.

Mrs. Pethick Lawrence explained how much 
greater was the tyranny of the House of 
Commons which limited itself to male persons 
than that of the House of Lords about whichthe 
Liberals complained. The House of Commons 
did not speak with the voice of the people. It 
believed in rule by hereditary privilege—in 
the divine right of male persons to govern. If 
the General Election came soon, she hoped 
that both parties would set about constitutional 
reform by giving the vote to duly qualified 
women. She congratulated the members of 
the Union on their strength and on having 
raised the magnificent sum of £61,000.

‘ We hope for peace. Yet we mean to be 
prepared for war. For we must hold high our 
own honour and the honour of that woman- 
hood to which we belong, the honour of that 
humanity of which we are partakers. If we 
cannot gain from the Government terms of 
honourable peace, then we will defend our 
honour and our freedom of soul by contending 
to the utmost against dishonourable subjection. 
But whether we are fighting the Government 
in power by the use of what are called militant 
methods, or whether we are fighting ignorance 
or prejudice by selling papers in the streets or 
by other manifold forms of action, ours is the 
joy of battle. This movement has filled our 
life with the clash of Jance on shield and the 
zest of a ringing tournament. It has turned 
our maidens into knights and our women into 
warriors, who can look life in the face and can 
say in the words painted upon a wonderful 
portrait in Warwick Castle: ‘I fear nothing; 
of death I am not afraid.’
‘ Let us go forward to make the history of our 

fifth year, rejoicing. Ours is a movement which 
calls for the zeal, the passion of believers, the 
devotion and sacrifice of lovers, for the energy 
and courage of warriors. "

She proposed the following resolution, 
which was passed in the vast gathering with 
only four dissentients.

That the reform of the House of Commons by 
making it representative of the women of the 
country as well as of the men is more funda- 
mental and more essential to popular government 
than the reform of the House of Lords or the re- 
striction of its Veto.

With a Heart for any Fate.
Miss Christabel Pankhurst compared Mr. 

Asquith’s present position with that of the 
Union four years ago, and asked him how it 
fell to be weak and helpless and have no 
friends. Where would he find salvation save 
at the hands of the women voters ? What 
could women not do if they had enough power? 
The policy was right, the methods were sound, 
the Union must spread itself more and more. 
Already one found everywhere an absolutely 
changed aspect of women’s position, and poli- 
ticians did not intend to hold out much longer. 
The worst of the battle was over, but still they 
could be thankful they had militant methods in 
reserve. They were absolutely and calmly pre- 
pared f r everything the future might hold. “ It 
may hold more suffering; that makes no differ- 
ence to us. We faced it allout when the militant 
methods began. It requires for us no new 
effort to face greater trouble. We shall do in 
the future as we have done in the past. For 
us everything is clear and plain sailing. So 
long as the women in this country are self- 
respecting, are determined, and are brave— 

nothing, absolutely nothing, can deprive them 
of the certainty of early enfranchisement. 
Women, it is a wonderful thing to have learnt 
this great secret of life. What happens depends 
upon what you are yourself. Outside events 
are only the expression of what is within us; 
because we know that we have absolutely no 
fear, we are not afraid of circumstances 
becoming too much for us. We are not afraid 
of the Liberals and the Tories entering into a 
conspiracy, we are not afraid of some great issue 
coming up and overwhelming us; we are not 
afraid of anything that can happen to ourselves. 
We know that we shall win. We shall overcome: 
circumstances. We have done it-—that is how 
we know. Our ■ experience has given us 
absolute confidence, but there is something 
more that is given to us, that is our full and 
our complete power of the human spirit: 
There is a force greater than ourselves and we 
shall allow ourselves to be the instruments of 
that force in the future just as we have done in 
the four or five years of this campaign. Thus we 
may be sure that to us will be given the great 
boon of political power which to us means more 
than our own personal life or anything that life.
can offer us.’’

THE NEW PRISON RULES.
Press Comments.

The announcement made by Mr. Winston 
Churchill should meet with general approval. 
Obviously there are offences against the law 
which do not amount to crimes, and the persons 
who commit them as a protest against the law 
ought not to be treated as though they belonged 
to the criminal classes.

—Western Daily Press.
Mr. Churchill’s new rule is obviously framed to 

meet the case of the militant suffragists. Multi- 
tudes of people, with the strongest regard for the 
law and for its just vindication when broken, were 
unable to reconcile the acts, or submission to acts, 
which a number of women of the highest respect
ability in the ordinary affairs of conduct were 
compelled to undergo. The fact, of course, is 
that our prison system was too inelastic to have a 
proper comprehension of such cases.

—Lancashire Daily Post.

The new power which Mr. Winston Churchill 
proposes to confer upon the Prison Commissioners 
must be regarded as an important victory for the 
militant suffragists, for though the new treatment 
is to extend to all prisoners whose offences do not 
necessarily connote moral turpitude, it is clear 
that it is the agitation of the women which has 
brought about the proposed change.

—Newcastle Chronicle.
The militant woman suffragists (not suffragettes, 

please) may congratulate themselves on having 
achieved a great triumph. Mr. Winston Churchill 
is scarcely settled in the Home Secretaryship 
when he brings in a new regulation under which 
such female seekers for the franchise as in their 
earnestness break the law become entitled to a 
little more consideration at the hands of the 
prison authorities than . they have hitherto 
received. It is curious that Mr. Herbert Gladstone 
when in this office always denied the possibility of 
doing anything in the way of mitigation. Mr. 
Churchill is clearly a convert to more amicable 
methods. It is not many months since he was 
publicly condemning, as if his own conduct were 
always in good taste, the naughtiness and 
unseemliness of women who made himself and his 
friends uncomfortable in agitating for their 
political rights. Since then the right hon. 
gentleman has been trounced by one of the 
militant ladies. Since then Lady Constance 
Lytton, with splendid heroism, has shown that 
under this Government at any rate prison 
authorities have been the respecters of persons, 
andhave deemedit their duty to treat a lady of 
rank (when they knew her to be such) with much 
more tenderness than they treated the same lady 
when she had disguised herself as a mere 
sempstress and assumed the name of Jane 
Warton. It was in answer to an enquiry by Mr. 
John O Connor that Mr. Churchill announced his 
prison change. Nationalists have not always 
been thus -sympathetic. When Unionist members 
tried to move Mr. Herbert Gladstone by pointing 
out that Radical Governments could be very kind 
to obstreperous Irish agitators, though very cruel 
to English women, and Mr. Gladstone had got 
into a very obvious difficulty, the first person to 
come to his rescue was Mr. John Dillon.

—Northern Whig.
There will be general approval, we think, of 

Mr. Winston Churchill’s declaration in the House 
of Commons as to the treatment of political 
prisoners. . . . That is in accord with the 
spirit and intention of the law as well as with 

‘ the dictates of common sense. While strongly 
disapproving the methods of the suffragettes we 
have again and again protested against their 
treatment in prison as being calculated to incite 

: to, rather than deter from, breaches of the law, 
and as degrading to women who, in spite of all 
their mistakes, are as honourable and upright as 
he best of their gaolers. . i

. -Northampton Daily Reporter.

THE SCOTTISH EXHIBITION.
Preparations for the Exhibition are pro- 

gressing steadily, and the - organisers are 
looking forward to it not only as a means of 

. raising a large sum of money but also as a 
valuable-opportunity for propaganda. The 
great walls of ignorance and misconception and 
prejudice which once hemmed in the woman’s 
movement are crumbling rapidly away, but 
there are still some blocks standing—perhaps 
even more particularly in Scotland than in 
England—and the attitude of the ordinary 
man in the street toward the question is still 
sometimes rather amazing.
“ Why are you having an Exhibition ?" he 

asks. “For money ? To buy more flags and 
chains? No, I shall not support such an 
unwomanly movement.” This man likes to 
think—and who shall blame him?—of the long- 
gone day when the maiden sat at home singing 
to the hum of her spinning-wheel, and waiting 
patiently for John Alden. He resents the fact 
that the Priscillas and the Evangelines have no 
time now to stay at home and spin, but must 
go out intothe world and do office work 
instead, and he does not exactly like the more 
independent attitude that they have begun to 
adopt with regard to John. And when Priscilla 

' finds out and proclaims the fact that she is 
fighting the same battle of life that he is 
fighting, only with the addition of a heavy 
handicap which she insists on having removed, 
he explains it all by saying that she is no 
longer charming and womanly. That he will 
find out his mistake by-and-by goes without 
saying, and, in the meantime, even if the 
majority of the Suffragettes do not know much 
about spinning, they are at present exceedingly . 
busy with the sewing machine, preparing all 
kinds of dainty and useful articles for the 

coming Exhibition.
It is hoped that as many representatives as 

-possible of the aforesaid man in the street and 
his wife who are still unconvinced will take 
this opportunity of seeing the Suffragettes 
surrounded by the dainty work of their own 
hands ; of listening without prejudice to their 
side of the question; and of realising that 
this is an Exhibition to raise funds not indeed 
to buy more chains, but to strike them off from 
those who are bowed down under them.

M. 8. N.
Entertainments.

An excellent programme of entertainments 
is being arranged. Representatives of the 
Actresses’ Franchise League have kindly 
promised to come from London to give their 
help, amongst their number being Miss Edith 
Craig, Miss Winifred Mayo, Miss Cicely Hamil- 

ton, and Miss Olive Terry. - They will give two 
performances each day, and it is hoped that, in 
addition. Miss Cicely Hamilton will stage her 
wax works, which were so successful at the 
London Exhibition. Several well-known local 

' artists have also kindly promised their help, 
amongst them being Miss Sullan, Mr. Graham 
Price, and Mr. Graham Moffat (dramatic per
formances). ' Miss Dorothy Carleton Smith will 
present her amusing and artistic tableau, " The 
Evolution of Woman," and concerts will also 

be arranged.
Artists’ Stall.

Miss Frida Kerry sends an earnest appeal 
for the art and curio stall. She appeals not 
only to Scottish women all over Britain, but 
also to Englishwomen, to make this stall a 
brilliant success ; and this can only be done by 

' the collaboration of members of this League. 
Those members who cannot give contributions 
of goods might solicit the help of their friends. 
The secretaries do not want one profession to be 
unrepresented. Contributions in the form of 
postcards, cartoons, sketches, jewellery, 
leather work, carving, porcelain, antiquities, 
artistic photographs, embroidery,, enamel, 
and brasswork, etc., will be most gratefully 
received. No contribution can be too small. 
All goods should be plainly priced, and 
should arrivenot later than April 29, 
addressed, to Miss Frida Kerry, 12, Blyths- 
wood Drive, Glasgow.

The following contributions have been sent 
in: Mrs. McKenzie, 10s.; Miss Birnstingl, | 
5s.; A Friend (per Mrs. Powell), 2s. 6d.; Mr. 
Lucas, 2s. 6d, ; Mrs. M’Nee, 3s. ; Miss Wil- I 
kinson, 2s.; Mrs. Borland, 2s. 6d.. In addi- 
tion to these Mrs. McKenzie has sent goods to 
the value of £1, and Mrs. Kingland has pro- 
mised goods to the value of 15s., and Mrs. 
Neal (Hon. Secretary, Bowes Park W.S.P.U). 
ten silver VOTES FOR WOMEN brooches at 3s. 

each.

Mr. A. E. W. Marshall, in presenting a 
petition for woman suffrage, which contained 
over 600 signatures from the Epping district, to 
Colonel The Rt. Hon. M. Lockwood, M.P., 
pointed out that it was a lamentable thing that 
women should have to fight for such a perfectly 
reasonable reform. Col. Lockwood admitted 

that the demand was a growing one, and pro- 
mised to give it earnest consideration.

ADVERTISING THE ALBERT HALL MEETING.

" Well I what next will the Suffragettes do ?"‘ 
Those were the words that greeted us as we set 
out on our first Parasol ■ Parade—a goodly line 
of women (the papers next day reported about 50, 
which shows the advantage of spacing well) 
dressed in the colours, with the now familiar 
posters on back and front, but all carrying 
sunshades—some purple, some white, some green 
—with * ‘Votes forWomen" in silk letterson them.

The Parasol Parade.

Photo kindly lent by the " DailyMirrcr:‘

They certainly did look very charming, and 
by good luck the sun was shining gloriously.

"Hooray! ‘erecome Cinderella and ‘er 
umbrella," chanted the usual small boy as we 
went up Kingsway on our way to the shopping 
districts — up Oxford Street, where broad 
smiles greeted us, our friends the police being 
specially delighted, and so to Regent Street.

Here the lovely day had induced a large 
number of people to come out and gaze at the 
spring fashions. But all with one accord neg- 
lected these and stared at us in astonishment.

" They certainly do look very pretty"—this, 
reluctantly, from a fashionably-dressed woman. 
"These Suffragettes always seem such smart- 
looking women, not a bit what you’d expect,” 
came wonderingly from a young and foolish 
male who was ambling up and down.

We passed on.
" Look I there’s the foreman of the set; don’t 

she look proud ? " So I did, and felt it.

At last, towards the Haymarket, we came 
on two ladies who stared with ho r.r and 

The Suffrage Firewomen.

disgust. I think they were almost the first 
who had not smiled.
I offered them a handbill and the vials of 

their wrath descended on me forthwith.
"No! I would not touch it. I think this is 

too disgusting for words — an absolutely 
disgraceful spectacle I call it.”

"Why, madam?" I said, in mild tones. 

" Surely you cannot disapprove of this; what 
can be more feminine than a parasol ? And you 
must admit they look very well.” But this 
time a soft answer did not have the proverbial

Parasols and a Fire Engine.
effect; they passed on with a virtuous rustle, and 
‘ Insolent I " floated back to me on the wind. 
But generally we met with delighted looks and 
friendly speeches, and reached Clements Inn at 
last, hot, happy, and well content with our 
reception. M. H.

“Fire! Fire!"
" What next are the Suffragettes going to 

do?" is the remark that was heard by those 

who took part in the Parasol Parade, but some- 
thing much newer and more strange had been 
devised to advertise the Albert Hall meeting, a 
brilliant idea that would let all the West-End 
know what the Suffragettes were doing. This 
was nothing less than a fire engine, with a 
driver and six " firewomen," all complete in 
shining helmets and brass-buttoned coats. 
There was something strangely symbolic in 
this idea. The fire engine represented the 
Union in miniature, rushing along as the Union 
has rushed along since its inception, ringing a 
bell so that all should give way, as every 
obstacle has hitherto surrendered to its progress, 
carrying the women warriors, who, like firemen, 
are prepared to face any danger there may be 
in store, and insistently drawing attention to 
the great fire which has been lit among the 
womanhood of Great Britain. Perhaps the 
people in the street could not yet realise the 
whole significance of this, but at least they had 
to admit that whatever the Suffragettes under- 
take is done well and effectively, so well, indeed, 
that one newspaper has waxed indignant over 
the "hoax " which was played upon the police.

The police, however, knew better. It is 
true that they stopped the traffic to let the 
Suffragettes’ carriage pass, but they smiled 
kindly as they, did so. Perhaps they, who 
have been brought into such close contact 
with the movement, understood the symbolism • 
The taxicab and ‘bus drivers, too, smiled and

By courtesy of the " Daily Mirror.” 
cheered, and the crowds in the street stopped 
in amazement and talked of nothing but the 
Suffragettes.

Kept well in hand by Miss Douglas Smith, 
the spirited horses cantered through the West- 
End streets on Thursday in the sunshine and 
on Friday in the snow. On either side of the 
driver stood a trusty firewoman in charge of 
the brakes, and on the narrow seats behind sat 
four others holding flags. To the chime of the 
little bells on the horses’ collars and the big 
warning bells rung by the women, the carriage 

drove merrily through London, greeted every- 
where with smiles and cheers, and with a special 
greeting, of course, as it passed some of the 
local W.S.P.U. shops. Everyone who was in 
the West-End on Thursday and Friday knew 
of the Albert Hall meeting. 8. B.

TWO PRESS COMMENTS.
People passing along Kingsway one afternoon 

recently pulled up short when they heard the 
thunder of hoofs and the loud clanging of the fire- 
men’s bells coming from the distance, and then 
rubbed their eyes in amazement when a regula- 
tion fire-engine dashed by, " manned" completely 
by women. All wore complete fireman’s costume, 
with the exception of the trousers, which had been 
replaced by short and natty blue serge skirts.

Their helmets shone brightly in the sun, and 
they clanged their bells with even more than pro- 
sessional zeal. The lady who held the ribbons 
won many admirers amongst the bystanders by 
reason of the perfect mastery she held over the 
galloping animals.

Amazement turned to amusement when the con
veyance dashed by, and the purple, white, and 
green streamers of the suffragists were seen flying 
from various parts of the vehicle, and the police- 
men who had held up the traffic to let the engine 
pass felt rather email.

—Daily Sketch.

KILLING A CAUSE.
Shameless Exhibition BY SUFTRAGISTS.

The most disgraceful Suffragist escapade on 
record took place yesterday.

Seven misguided females hired a fire engine 
and raced through the principal streets of the 
West End, clanging a gong to attract public atten- 
tion to their antics. They wore a parody of the 
uniform of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, with 
the additional encumbrance of a skirt.

In accordance with the usual custom, the police 
on point duty held up all traffic for the fire engine, 
which was supposed to be hurrying to a fire, while 
all vehicles pulled to the near-side of the streets 
in order not to delay its passage.

The engine was defaced by the purple, white, 
and green colours of the Suffragists. It was driven 
bo rapidly that the engine and its hysterical crew 
vanished before the police realised that they had 
been imposed upon. There was not time to turn 
the hose on the Suffragists.

—Daily Express.
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MID-GLAMORGAN 
BY-ELECTION.

Polling Day: March 31.
Candidates.—F. W. Gibbins (L.), V. Hartshorn (Lab.) 

W.S.P.U. Organiser: Miss Rachel Barrett.
W.S.P.U. Committee Rooms: 13, St. Michael’s 

Road, Maesteg.
The figures at the General Sleetion, 1910, were: Sir s. 7. 

Evans (L.), 13,175; G. H. Williams (U.), 3,982.—IM. 
Maj. 9,703.

An election is being held in Mid-Glamorgan 
owing to the promotion of Sir Samuel Evans to 
be President of the Divorce Court and his con- 
sequent retirement from political life. The 
political situation is peculiar, as the local 
Liberals are putting forward a candidate in 
defiance of orders from the party Whip, who 
instructed them to allow the Labour candidate 
a walk-over on this occasion. ' The women, 
however, explain to the electors that if the 
Liberal were elected he would give his support 
to the policy of the Government, and that this 
includes a refusal to enfranchise the qualified 
women of the country. It is their duty, there- 
fore, to prevent his election.

The campaign was opened on Wednesday 
with an open-air meeting outside the Town
Hal, "so- There was no time to announce 
the meeting, but the speakers rapidly gathered 
a large crowd, who listened attentively. to 
speeches from Miss Davison and Miss Barrett. 
Great appreciation and enthusiasm were shown, 
and many copies of the paper were sold. ? .

Since then other successful meetings have 
been held in Maesteg and the surrounding 
villages, and there isevery sign that the campaign 
in Mid-Glamorgan will be a very profitable 
one. Mrs. Pankhurst is going down to work 
in the constituency.

POLITICAL PRISONERS.
The Equality League of Self-supporting 

Women, New York, have passed a resolution 
strongly condemning the treatment of the English 
Suffragettes as common criminals. Copies of the 
resolution have been sent to all members of the 
British Cabinet, the leading English newspapers, 
the leading woman suffrage organisations, the 
United States Ambassador in London (Mr. White- 
law Reid) and to the Consul-General of London.

EASTER HOLIDAYS.
The Hon. Sec. of the Hastings and St. Leonards 

Women’s Suffrage Propaganda League asks us to 
announce that members of the W.S.P.U., who may be 
spending their Easter holidays at Hastings or St. 
Leonards, are cordially invited to visit the shop and 
offices of this League, 47. London Road, St. Leonards. 
The committee will be At Home on Easter Monday 
from 4 to 6 o’clock; on other days the office is open 
from 11 to 1, and from 3 to 6 o’clock.
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THE CAMPAIGN

Home Counties.
BEDFORD.

Hon. Kea—Miss 0. Billinghurst, 16, Grove Place.
A new Union has been started here, initiated at a 

well attended drawing-room meeting, held by kind 
permission of Mrs. Colls at 8, Kimbolton Road. Miss 
Cook presided, and Miss Corson and Mr. Dalloy spoke, 
and the audience contributed 5s. 10d. to the collection, 
and bought a good quantity of literature, will others 
interested kindly communicate with the Hon. Secre- 

tary as above ?
BRIGHTON AND DISTRICT. 
omce—8. North Street, Quadrant 

Tele. 4883 (Nat.). Organiser—Mrs. Clarke.
Arrangements are already being made for Susses to 

take its share in the London procession of May 28th. 
Miss Hlare, 8, San Remo, Sackville Gardens, Hlove, will 
kindly take charge of the Hove Section, and is giving 
a drawing-room meeting on April 14. Mrs. Selous 
Hodges has also kindly offered her drawing-room for a 
meeting to be announced later. Among the many 
wants are: speakers, sellers, office minders, window 
dressers, stewards, chalkers, and people with original 
ideas 1 Suggestions for Self-denial Week will be 
especially welcomed. The success of the last Forfar’s 
Rooms meeting was contributed to by Miss Eleanor 
Clark, Miss Stearns, and Mrs. Francis. From April 4th 
the Speakers’ Class will be held on Monday evenings, 
7 to 9 p.m., at the office. Mrs. Massy spoke for two 
hours to a large and interested audience on the Front 
on Saturday morning, and Mr. and Mrs. Farrell Smith 
spoke at the same place in the afternoon. It is 
hoped to extend to Southwick, Portslade, Shoreham, 
Worthing and elsewhere. Will members volunteer 
for this?

CANTERBURY AND THANET.
Organiser—Miss F. B. M. Macaulay. 3. Tho Para- 

gon, Ramsgate, and care of Miss Kate Sim- 
mons, 3, Cliff Terrace, Marga e; care of Mrs. 
Stiell, Ischl, Callis Court Road, Broad stairs; 

■ care of Mrs. Tomkins, County Hotel, Canter- 
bury.

An office for the centre will shortly be opened in a 
very commanding position, overlooking the harbour, at 
Ramsgate, which will be within easy reach of all parts 
of the district. The organiser will be glad of gifts 
or loans of benches, tables, desks, chairs, etc., and, 
above all, of offers to help in taking charge of it. The 
At Home in the Margate Pioneer Rooms last week 
was very successful. Hearty thanks are due to Mrs. 
Thornton Bobby for the beautiful flowersand delightful 
tea; with the latter she was aided by kind Pioneer 
friends. The Misses Stiell have practically doubled 
their weekly sale of VOTES FOR WOMEN during 
the past month. Aided by Miss M. Wightwick and 
Miss Furley, they sold a great many copies in the 
streets of Canterbury last week. The welcome rest 
and refreshment given by Mrs. Tomkins to the Thanet 
paper-sellers were much appreciated. Mrs. Hales of 
Ramsgate accompanied the organiser to Sandwich 
last Saturday, and the Town Hall was engaged for an 
evening meeting. An At Home is to be held in 
Broadstairs early in April, and several drawing-room 
meetings about the same time have been promised, 
full particulars of which will be announced later. The 
following meetings are arranged—Thursday. April 7, 
8 p.m., Town IIall, Sandwich, Miss Macaulay ; Thurs- 
day, April 21, 3 p.m., St. Margaret’s Ilali, Canterbury, 
and 8 p.m., Royal Victoria Pavilion, Ramsgate, Mrs. 
Pankhurst; Friday, April 22, 3 p.m., Theatre Royal, 
Margate, Mrs. Pankhurst.

RAYLEIGH.
Hon. Sec., Mrs. Warren, B.A., The White Cottage.

All who contributed to the success of the musical 
At Home at Hockley House on March 19th are grate- 
fully thanked, including Miss Curnock, Miss Crees, 
Mrs. M. S. Phillips, Mrs. E. Phillips, Miss Vera 
Williams, Miss Saisie Harris, and Mr. Harry Daniel, 
Further entertainments are contemplated, and the 
Hon. Sec. will be glad to hear from sympathisers. The 
Tuesday evening meetings at the Council Schools, 
Love Lane, continue week by week.

READING.
Organiser— Miss Margesson, 7, Lorne Street.

The campaign is extending to the outlying neigh- 
bourhood, and a most enthusiastic little meeting was 
held on Thursday at Newbury; Mrs. Dankes very 
kindly arranged it and lent her drawing-room. It was 
decided that monthly afternoon and evening At Homes 
should be held, beginning on Thursday, April 7. Miss 
Dankes kindly undertook to secure a room, and friends 
guaranteed the rent. Will all those interested in Votes 
for Women communicate with Miss Dankes, Diglis, 
Newbury?

In Reading itself the organiser has her hands full. 
Preparations are being made for thorough house to 
house canvassing in order to make known Miss 
Pankhurst’s meeting on April 22. Volunteers are 
wanted for this and for ticket selling. Wil any in the 
town apply to tho organiser for handbills and distri- 
bute them among their friends? Readers are also 
reminded that the first fortnightly At Home will be 
held on April 6 at 3.30 in the small room of the Palmer 
Hall. Admission is free. Tickets for Miss Parkhurst’s 
meeting will be on sale.

The Midlands.
BIRMINGHAM AND DISTRICT.

Omca—23, Paradise Street. Tal., 1443 Midland. 
Organiser—Miss Dorothy Evans.

Energetic preparations for Mrs. Pankhurst's Mission 
in April included a drawing-room meeting last Thursday 
at Queen's Ilall College, when a great many well- 
known Birmingham men and women were present, 
including Mrs. Bird, wife of the member for Wolver- 
hampton. The speakers were Mrs. Lamartine Yates 
and Miss Una Dugdale. Tea was served and the 
following ladies are cordially thanked for contributing 
to the success of the meeting: Mrs. Ryland, Miss 
Myers, Miss Noblett, Mrs. Impey, Mrs. Byron Smith, 
Mrs. Butter, and Mrs. Willis. Mrs. Yates, Miss Dug. 
dale, and Miss Beadon also addressed the evening At 
Home. Schoolroom meetings have been held at Small 
Heath and Aston.

IN THE COUNTRY.
Wednesday, 30th—Cycle Parade to Bournville, 11 

a.m. ; Leamington, Open Air Meetings, 3 p.m. 
and 7 p.m.; Perry Barr, 320, Birchfield Road, 
Drawing Room Meeting, Miss Unn Dugdale, 
Hostess : Mrs. Parish, 3.30 p.m.

Thursday. 31st.—Cycle Parade to Ashton and Gravelly 
Hill, 11 a.m.: Northfield, Rathvilly School, The 
Lady Isabel Margesson. Hostess : Miss Earl, 3.30.

Friday, April 1st.—Cycle’Parade to Sparkhill, Moseley 
and King’s Heath, 11 a.m. Edgbaston and 
Harbourne, Drawing Room Meeting, 2.30 p.m.; 
Bull Ring, Dr. Helena Jones, 7 p.m.

DERBY.
Organiser—Miss Elsa Gye, 76, Curzon Street.

The work will be extended by an open-air campaign 
after Easter. Meanwhile an At Home was held last 
Thursday at the Temperance Hall. Miss Valentine 
presided, and Miss Cooke and Miss Nellie Crocker 
spoke to a most interested audience.

LEICESTER AND DISTRICT. 
Ofice—14. Bowling Green Street.

Organisers— Miss D. Pethick, Miss D. A. Bowker.
A continuous At Home goes on all day at the shop, 

which is a great joy to the workers. The immediate 
need is a telephone, especially in view of another 
General Election. Who will provide the cost—£10? 
Nearly all the furnishing has been done by members 
and friends, and recent gifts include those from 
Mrs. Wachs, Mrs. Lowe, Mrs. Joliffe, Mrs. Bowker. 
Mrs. Waller, Miss Caryer, Miss West, Miss Stafford. 
Mrs. Ionides, Miss Bowker, Master Charles Peake, 
and Master Martin Corcoran, all of whom are most 
gratefully thanked. Miss Evans and Miss Wise 
have made most charmingly artistic posters for 
advertising the At Homes. Miss Evelyn Sharp's 
inspiring address delighted members last week, 
and they are looking forward to Miss Mordan's visit on 
April 7. It has been decided to hold evening At Homes 
the first Thursday of every month. Will members 
make this known? The campaign includes Lough- 
borough, where, on April 6. Miss Crocker will speak, 
and Kibworth, where another meeting has completely 
covered expenses and roped in new members.

NORTHAMPTON AND DISTRICT.
W.S.P.U. Organiser—Miss Corson, 10, Holly Road 
“Join the Union now," was the summing up of Mrs. 

Lamartine Yates's two addresses to most interested 
audiences last week. New speakers are coming forward, 
and the next Speakers' Class will be held on April 7. at 
10, Holly Road ; weekly meetings will be resumed on 
April 5. at 8 p.m., at the Oriental Cafe.

NOTTINGHAM.
Ofce—6, Carlton Street. Tel., 4511.

Organisers— Miss Crocker and Miss Roberts.
The report of this campaign is unavoidably held 

over.

West of England.
BRISTOL AND DISTRICT.

Ofca—37, Queen's Road, Clifton. Tel., 1348.
Organiser— Miss Annie Kenney.

One result of Mr. I. N. Brailsford's most interesting 
address at the Victoria Rooms on Monday in last week, 
as that many women came forward volunteering to 
sell VorEs FOR WOMEN. There are now four pitches, 
two in Wine Street, one at Bristol Bridge, one at 
the tramway centre. There will be no At Home on 
March 28th, but on April 4th Miss Naylor will speak.

BOURNEMOUTH.
Hon. Sec., Miss Lewis, 221, Old Christchurch Road.

Will members make the following meeting widely 
known, and will helpers come forward ?
Tuesday, 29th.—St. Peter’s Ilall, Mrs. Parkhurst

NEWPORT (MON.).
Omce-46, Clarence Place.

Organisers—Miss Rachel Barrett, B.Sc., and Miss 
G. Jeffery.

As a result of canvassing two very successful 
women’s meetings were held last week in the Alexandra 
and Tredegar Wards. Miss Lawton, a new member, is 
a most enthusiastic canvasser. Still more volunteers 
will be needed after the Easter holidays for this 
interesting part of the work. Miss Annie Kenney 
addressed a crowded At Home on Thursday.

Eastern Counties.
BOSTON.

Hon. Sec., Miss 8. A. Wright, Yauxhall House.
A holiday campaign will be conducted at Boston 

during Easter. Miss Wright will be glad to hear from 
any friends in the neighbourhood.
Saturday, 26th.—Spain Lane Schoolroom. Dr. Fairfield, 

Miss A. M. Wright. 3 p.m. Market Place, Dr. 
Fairfield. Miss A. M. Wright. 7 P-m.

IPSWICH AND DISTRICT.
Organiser—Mias Grace Ros, care of Miss Brett, 

Northgate House, All Saints’ Road, Ipawioh.
The campaign is proving most successful and 

encouraging, and the W.S.P.U. motto, ‘ Deeds, not 
words” is being acted upon. At Mrs. Cranfield’s At

E. DENT & CO., Ltd.
Watch, Clock and Chronometer Makers, ^evxllers and Silversmiths.

ters to His Majesty King Edward VII. and H.M. the 
Queen Victoria; also to the Indian and Colonial 
Governments, the Admiralty and the War Office.

_ -NCO-BRITISH EXHIBITION .—Three Grand Prizes and One TRADE MARK. 
Gold Medal. The Only Grand Prize Awarded to a British Firm for Clocks, and for Watches and Chronometers,

Maeem of the GREAT WESTMINSTER CLOCK (BIG BEN), and SOLE CUSTODIANS since its erection.

E. DENT & CO., Ltd.(Sole Addrtua], 61, STRAND & 4, ROYAL EXCHANGE, Cornhill, London. 
a ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION. •

TELEPHONE No. 61 City.

Home, addressed by Miss Marie Brackenbury,onelady, 
. having signed the membership card, upon learning the 
motto, immediately promised £5. Other excellent 
drawing-room meetings have been held, thanks to 
Miss Cay and Miss Block, when Miss Mario 
Brackenbury and Miss Leonora Tyson spoke 80 
convincingly that £21 1s. 6d. was promised towards 
the £50 fund. New members are being made, 
and friends are coming forward with offers of 
drawing-rooms. The Debenham meeting to be 
addressed by the Rev. Dr. Cobb will take place on 
April 7th at 8 p.m. The organiser gratefully 
acknowledges:—Mrs. Cay, 10s.; Miss Fison, 10s.; 
Miss Steward, £l 5s. ; Miss Cay, 5s. ; Miss L. Tyson, 5s.; 
Miss Williams, 2s. ; Mrs. Ayton, 2s. 6d. ; Miss Colson, 
2s. 6d.; Miss Paul, 2s.; Mrs. Horsfield, 2s. 6d.; 
Miss Block, 2s. 6d. ; Mrs. Everitt, 2s. 6d. ; Mrs. Arthur 
Turner, 2s. 6d. ; Mrs. Denham, 12s. 6d. ; Mrs. Oxborrow, 
2s. 64.; Miss Watkins, 2s. 6d.; Mrs. Pollit, Is.; 
Mrs. Peacock, Is.; Miss Fraser, Is.; Miss Cranfield, 3s. ; 
Mrs. Hockley, 2s. 6d.; Mrs. Block, 2s. 6d.; — Fraser, 
Esq., 3s.; Mrs. Job, 2s. 6d.; Miss McCallum. 5s.; 
Miss Goldsmith, 2s. 6d.; Miss Marie Brackenbury, 10s.; 
collection at Drawing-room Meeting, 19s.

North-Eastern Counties.
BRADFORD AND DISTRICT. 

omce—68. Manningham Lane. Tel., 4035.
Organiser—Miss Mary Phillips.

Mrs. Pankhurst’s visit has stirred and inspired all to 
fresh enthusiasm, and great activity is evident. April 
will be a time of preparation, financially and other 
wise, for the Summer’s work, and, as one result of the 
Mission, a series of drawing-room meetings is pro- 
mised, the first being about the middle of April. Miss 
Charlotte Marsh will be welcomed on April 19 at after- 
noon and evening At Homes at the Friends’ Meeting 
House.

NEWCASTLE AND DISTRICT. 
omce—77, Blackett Street.
Organiser—Miss A. Williams, 203, Westgate Road.
Mr. Redmond’s visit was a good opportunity for 

the sale of VOTrs FOR WOSIEN, and Miss Norah Brown 
sold many copies outside the Town Hall. The organ- 
iser appeals for the office furnishing fund, and thanks 
Mrs. Taylor for a welcome promise of library books. 
Mr. Wilfred Armstrong’s recitations delighted members 
at last Wednesday's At Homo.

SCARBOROUGH.
Organiser—Miss Adela Pankhurst.

Hon. Sec., Miss Sumfield, 23, Barwick Street.
Regular Tuesday evening meetings are now being 

held, and friends are invited to make this known. 
They are at 72,Wastborongh(at Dr.Marion Mackenzie’s).
Last Tuesday Dr. Mackenzie presided, and Miss 
Bremner spoke on Woman Suffrage, and there was a 
good attendance. Next week Mrs. Wardell, Dr. 
Mackenzie, and Miss Sufield will speak. These 
meetings will, it is hoped, be the training ground 
for new speakers. Members wish to thank Mrs. 
Wardell for the Whist Drive, which raised 36s. for 
the funds. The IIon. Mrs. Haverfield will be the 
chief speaker at the next At Home, at 13, The 
Cliffe, on April 13, at 3.30. Miss Suflield should be 

applied to for invitations.
SHEFFIELD.

Office—43, Martborough Road.
Organiser—Miss Adela Pankhurst, olo Mrs. Daniel 

Evans, 357, Grookes Moor Road.
Excellent educational work can be done by means 

of lantern lectures, and all arrangements are now 
complete for Miss Adela Pankhurst’s lecture in 
Montgomery Hall. Tickets (6d. and 3d.) can be 
had at Messrs. Wilson and Peck, and all who desiro 
information can obtain it of Miss Hitch, 3 Clarke Grove 
Road, Sheffield, who has charge of the arrangements.
A meeting took place at the Public Hall, Deepcar, 
on Monday 21st. when Miss Adcla Pankhurst spoke, 
and Mr. Joseph Kenworthy presided.

North-Western Counties.
MANCHESTER AND DISTRICT.

Central Ofca -154, Oxford Road, Manchester. 
Tel : 3621 Manchester City.

Organisers-Miss Mary Gawthorpe, Miss Rona 
Robinson.

“ It is an, ill wind, etc.,” and though open-air 
meetings have had to be cancelled owing to the cold, 
VOTES FOR WOuEs sales have profited by the addi- 
tional time devoted to them. The next gathering will 
be a social evening at the offices on April6th, 7to 10 p.m. 
when all members are invited. The next Ab Home 
in the Onward Buildings will be on April 8th, 8 to 10 
p.m. More volunteers for selling the paper at theatres 
and open-air meetings, and names of those who wish 
for practice in speaking are invited.
Saturday. 261h.—164, Oxford-road, VOTES Corps, 3 to 

6 p.m.
Sunday. 27th. — Stockport, Labour Church, Miss 

Williamson.

LIVERPOOL AND DISTRICT. 
omce—28. Berry Street. Tel. 3761 Royal. 
Organiser— Miss 8. Ada Flatman.

Not much time remains before the special Mission to 
Women, culminating in the - Sun Hall meeting, 
April 15th. Will members concentrate on the success 
of the Mission? Will they chalk notices in their 
districts and canvass on every possible occasion,? 
Stewards should volunteer at once, and those who can 
help in advertising schemes are asked to notify what 
days they have free. Tickets (price 6s., 2s. 6d., 1s. and 
6a.), are on sale at the office (Miss Geraldine Lyster, 
ticket secretary). There will be no meeting next 
Tuesday, but a good muster is looked for on April 5tli.
Thursday, 31st.—Clay ton-square, Miss Flatman, Miss 

Mabel Capper, 8 p.m.
Friday, April ist.—VOTES Sales, 4 p.m.

BOLTON, BURY, AND DISTRICT.
Organiser—Miss Laura Ainsworth, 1, Myrtle Street,

Bolton.
Will members bring strangers to the At Home on 

April 7th, at Talbot’s Restaurant. After Easter there 
will be an open-air campaign in the surrounding vil- 
lages; an excellent meeting has already been held at 
Harwood, Mrs. Lamartine Yates addressed the first 
Bolton At Home last Monday, and weekly Wednesday 
evening meetings will be held in the Y.M.C.Ae 
Room 3, beginning April 13th. Tickets for Mrs. 
Pankhurst's meeting are ready.

PRESTON, CHORLEY, AND DISTRICT. 
Organiser—Miss Margaret Hewitt, 41, Glover’s

Court.
Among the successes of the week was a splendid 

meeting at Leyland, when the hall was packed and 
many had to be turned away. The first fortnightly 
At Home was held last Wednesday and addressed by 
Miss Hewitt and Mrs. Bowtell. The next will be on 
April 6th, when Miss Laura Ainsworth will speak.

SOUTHPORT.
Once—26, Neville Street, 

organiser-Miss Dora Marsden.
Extensive canvassing for selling VOTES FOR WOMEN 

is being planned, and further particulars will be 
given next week. Plans for the shop are in pre- 
paration, and Mra. Cnirns has promised 48. 6d. 
weekly, as the value of one day’s service in the 
shop, as she cannot attend herself. There will be no 
members’ meeting next week, but Miss Jessie Russell 
will take charge of selling VOTES ron WOMEN.

Scotland.
GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND. 

Shop and Omlce—502, Bauchiehall Street.
Tel: 615 Charing Cross.
Organiser—Miss 0. Conolan.

It is very encouraging to find how much the move- 
ment has been strengthened by the work of local 
members in outlying towns during the winter 
campaign. This week, amongst others, an excellent 
meeting was organised by Miss Fraser-Smith at Alloa, 
where Miss Gawthorpe was the chief speaker. Many 
names of sympathisers were obtained, and a large 
number of VOTES FOR WOMEN were sold. At Stirling 
Miss Ure and Miss Fisher, aided by local members, had 
worked up a splendid meeting. The large Albert Hall 
holding nearly 2,000 people was filled with a keenly 
interested audience who came to hear Miss Gawthorpe 
and Dr. Marion Gilchrist. Very good notices were 
given in the local press. Miss Gawthorpe also spoke 
at the weekly At Home in Glasgow, where she received 
a warm welcome from many old friends.

There will be no At-Homes on March 26 and April 2.
Friday, April 8th.—Carfin, Reld Hall, United Irish 

League, Miss Conolan, 7 p.m.

EDINBURGH AND EAST OF SCOTLAND.
Omce—8, Melville Place, Queensferry Street. 
Tel: 6182 Central.
Organiser—Miss Burns.

Miss Mary Gawthorpe’s visit has greatly strengthened 
the work both in Edinburgh, Dunfermline, and 
Hawick, many strangers being profoundly impresed by 
her speeches. Miss Evelyn Grieve will act as hon. 
secretary for Hawick, where another meeting will be 
held next month. Further offers for concentrating on 
selling Votes FOR WOMEN will be gladly welcomed.
Monday, 28th.—8, Melville Place, Work Party (Glasgow 

Exhibition). 10.30 a.m.
Wednesday, 30th.—8. Melville Place, Work Party 

(Glasgow Exhibition), 2.30 p.m.
Thursday. 31st—Edinburgh Cafe, Upper Room, At 

Home, Miss McLean, 3.15 pan.
Thursday, 31st.—8, Melville Place, At Home, Miss 

McLean, 8p.m.
Friday, April 1st.—8, Melville Place, Work Party, 

7.30 p.m.
DUNDEE.

Ofce—61, Nethergate.
Organiser—Miss M’Lean.

A great impression has been made by Miss Mary 
Gawthorpe’s visit, and Lord Provost Urquhart, who 
presided at Saturday’s public meeting, paid a warm 
tribute to the Union. He was supported by Councillor 
Graham, Mr. Stirton, J.P., and others. Mrs. Renny 
and Miss Moorhead spoke at last Wednesday's At 
Home, and Miss Wright and the organiser addressed 
an open-air meeting on Sunday. Will member re- 
member the jumble sale at the end of April?

THE CAMPAIGN IN THE METROPOLIS.
General Offices: W.S.P.U., 4,

Clements Inn, W.C.
During the brief pause of the Easter holidays members 

have scattered in various directions and are engaged in 
introducing the claims of the W.S.P.U. to fresh circles, 
in seaside hotels and elsewhere. They are reminded 
that change of address should be notified at once to the 
Publisher, VOrEs FoR WOMEs, 4, Clements Inn, W.O., 
and that new subscribers to the paper should be informed 
that they may obtain their copies from local newsagents 
or direct from Clements Inn.

Almost immediately after the holidays is VOTES FOR 
WOMEN week (April 15—22), when members will devote 
themselves with special energy to still further in- 
creasing the circulation of the woman's newspaper. 
Next week some novel schemes will be outlined, and 
meanwhile suggestions will be welcomed by Miss 
Ainsworth, W.S.P.U., 4, Clements Inn, W.C., who will 
also be glad to receive names of volunteers for selling 
at the street pitches. Excellent work is being done on 
Boat Race Day (Wednesday, March 23) ; this will be 
reported next week.

There will be no Speakers' Class on Saturday, 
March 26, at Miss Brackenbury's studio, 2, New Road, 

Campden Hill ; but on Saturday. April 2, Miss Rosa 
Leo will again kindly give instruction in elocution at 
4 p.m. Members of the W.S.P.U. only are eligible. An 
admission fee of 2d. is charged weekly.

Our attention has been drawn to the fact that in the 
list of Unions with shops, printed in the Annual 
Report, Chelsea and Chiswick were accidentally 
omitted. Readers are reminded that these Unions have 
excellent premises at 278, King's Road, Chelsea.

BATTERSEA.
Hon. Bec.—Miss Hudson, 80, Albert Palace 

Mansions.
Plans for still further extending the work will be 

discussed at a members' meeting at the Library, 
Lavender Hill, on Tuesday, April 5, at 8 p.m.; the 
speaker is Mrs. Pertwee. Among the needs of this 
branch are additional workers and funds to open a 
shop.

CAMBERWELL AND PECKHAM.
Miss C. Dawson, Red House, Newlands, Peckham 

Rye.
After Easter the campaign will include open-air 

meetings. Meanwhile, will members note that to- 
morrow a local member will speak on “ Votes for Wo- 
men” at Avondale Hall, Bellenden Road, Peckham, 
at 8 p.m., by invitation of the Dulwich branch of the 
Progressive League ?

CHELSEA.
Omce—278, King's Road, Chelsea. 

Hon. Becs.—Miss Halg and Miss Barry.
There is no abatement in the energy of this Union, 

and open-air meetings will be resumed after Easter. 
Members desir to thank very heartily all who contri- 
buted so generously to their jumble sale; special 
thanks are due to Miss E. M. Lloyd and Miss Turnbull, 
whose thorough organisation made it so great a success.

CROYDON.
Office —2, Station Buildings, Went Croydon.

Tel. 969 Croydon (Nat.). Hon. Sec.—Mrs. 
Cameron Swan.

In view of the large programme before members, and 
the special work now before the W.S.P.U. (see An- 
nouncements), novel suggestions from members are 
invited, especially with reference to Self-Denial Week. 
Miss Mordan's speech on the 29th will be “ The 
Voteless Woman at Home” ; an excellent attend 
ance is expected. Miss Struggles is thanked for 2s. 64. 
donation.

FOREST GATE.
Hon. Sec.—Miss Y.H. Friedlaender, 129, Earlham

Grove.
Excellent meetings have been addressed during the 

week by Dr. Gordon Clark and Mrs. Sleight, at Earlham 
Hall and Leytonstone. There will be no Earlham Hall 
meeting on Bank Holiday. Will members willing to 
take self-denial collecting boxes apply at once?They 
will be delighted to know that the whist drive profr, 
amount to £2 0s. 7d.

London Meetings for the Forthcoming Week.

March.
Saturday, 26 ..

Tuesday, 29 .. 
Wednesday, 30 
Thursday,31 ..

April.
Friday, 1 ......

Saturday, 2 ...

Ilford ........ .......... ................................  
Richmond, Heron Court .. ...... . 

Croydon, Church Institute................... 
Ilford. Balfour Road...... .
905. Fulham Road ......................... ........ . 
Holborn Restaurant, The Patriotic 

Club, Debate and Dinner ...... .....

4, Clements Inn, Poster Parade, ... 
Croydon, 2, Station Buildings, West 

Croydon, Annual Meeting ............ 
Forest Gate, Earlham Grove ............ 
Wimbledon, 6, Victoria Crescent,The

Broadway, Lecture .......... 
Rehearsal Theatre, Maiden Lane, 

Strand........... .

Every Friday (except Good Friday) Foster Parade, 4, Clements Inn, 11 n-m 
Note that there are no Meetings in the Queen's Hall on March 28 and April 4, 

i and no Meetings in St. James’s Hall on March 24 and 81.

HAMMERSMITH.
Shop and Omice—100, Hammersmith Road.

Hon. Sec.—Mrs. Rowe, 15, Hammersmith Terrace.
The effect of the mission is proved by the interest, 

shown; new members have joined, and two more 
ladies (strangers) have offered drawing-room meetings. 
A local organiser for VOTES FOR WOMEN selling has been 
appointed. The weekly At-Home will not be held next 
Tuesday.

HAMPSTEAD.
Organiser—Miss Helen Oraggs, 154, Finchley Road.

This campaign, which includes special canvassing of 
municipal voting women, is proving most successful, 
and among other arrangements are four drawing-room 
meetings — On Sunday, April 3, by the kindness of 
Mrs. Holiday, Oak Tree House ; April . 12, 
Mra. Gulich (speaker, Mrs. Brailsford); April 20, Mrs.
Saul Solomon; April 21, Miss Beatrice Harraden 
(speaker, Miss Mary Gawthorpe). On Wednesday, 
April 27, Miss Christabel Pankhurst, Lady Emily 
Lutyens, and Miss Beatrice Harraden, with Mrs. 
Brailsford in the chair, will speak at the Town Hall at 
8 p.m. The Misses Rowlett and Miss Gratten have 
promised Is. weekly, (hiring the campaign, towards the 

hop. Will others follow ?

HORNSEY.
: Joint Hon. Secs.—Miss Clare Browne, 11, Gladsmuir 

Road, Highgate; Miss Bonwick, 28, Weston 
Park, Crouch End.

The attention of those in sympathy with the move- 
1 ment is drawn to the fact that fortnightly meetings are 

held on Thursdays at the Assembly Rooms; Mrs. 
Cameron Swan delighted the members last week, and 
Mrs. Tanner will speak on " The Vote of the Mother" 
at the next meeting, April 7. Mrs. Cox is thanked for 
8s. 6d. for poster.

ILFORD.
Hon. Seo.—Miss Ethel Haslam, 68, Cranbrook Road

Ilford members are extending their borders, and 
open-air meetings in Barking and Romford, to be 
announced shortly, are included in the plans of this 
Union. The sales of VOTES roR WOMEN are very 
encouraging.

KENSINGTON.
Shop and Omce—143, Church Street, Kensington, w. 

Tel. 2116 Western. Joint Hon. Secs.—Mrs. 
Bates and Miss Morrison, B.A.

Plans are being made for the three events of the 
next few weeks : VOTES FOR WOMEN Week, Self-Denial 
Week, and the Procession on May 28. In view of these, 
will friends offer the use of their drawing-rooms for 
meetings? Members are asked to bring all their un- 
converted friends to hear Mrs. Pethick Lawrence at 
Miss Brackenbury’s studio on Wednesday, April 6, at 
4 p.m. Invitation cards to this At Home may be had 
at the shop. From April 5, when Miss B. Wylie will 
speak, open-air meetings will be held every Tuesday in 
North Kensington. Miss Wylie successfully disposed 
of over £3 worth of Albert Hall tickets by canvassing, 
and volunteers for further canvassing will be gladly 
welcomed. The " Easter egg window " at the shop is 
very popular, and Miss Postlethwaite's clever models 
of two VOTE FOR WOMEN cartoons attract much atten- 
tion. Miss Housman is thanked for home-made 
marmalade.

LAMBETH.
Hon. Sec.—Mrs. Bartels, 23, Acacia Grove, Dulwich. 
Organising Sec.—Miss Leonora Tyson, 37, Drewstead

Road, Streatham.
This Union is particularly active in out-of-door work, 

and the results of a Saturday night meeting, lasting 
three hours, when Miss Naylor spoke most interestingly, 
were that much sympathy was aroused and that the 
names and addresses of new sympathisers were taken. 
There will be no meeting next Saturday, but the 
Wednesday afternoon three o'clock meetings in Raleigh 
College Hall will be ‘carried on over Easter, and Mrs. 
Penn Gaskell will speak next Wednesday. Miss Decima 
Moore's speech and recitation and Mrs. Lorsignol's 
speech delighted the audience last Wednesday. In 
response to Miss K. Tyson's appeal Miss Decima Moore, 
Mrs. Pullen, Mrs. Tyson, and Miss Bertha Brewster 
each contributed 2s. 6d. towards hall expenses.

LEWISHAM.
Shop and Offices—107, High Street, Lewisham.

Hon. Sec.—Mrs. Bouvier.
Most excellent work was done in advertising the 

Albert Hall meeting, four meetings being held on the 
previous Wednesday, addressed by Miss Townsend, 
Mrs. Bouvier, and Miss Edith New. A most successful 
drawing-room meeting was held the same day at 
Mrs. Knight's and Miss Tapley Spurr’s invitation, and 
Miss Mordan’s clear exposition was greatly appreciated. 
12s. was collected. The amusing Mock Trial at 
St. Michael’s Hall on Tuesday, in which Mrs. Bouvier 
took part, roused great interest, and was well reported.

N.W. LONDON.
Shop and Omce—215. High Road, Kilburn. Tel. 1183 

Hampstead. Hon. Sec.—Mrs. Penn Gaskell.
Members are not confining themselves to the 

immediate neighbourhood, and Miss Freeman, 
Mrs. Ridsdale, and Mr. Terrero spoke at a 
most successful Harrow meeting on Tuesday—the 
first of a series of At Homes arranged by Harrow 
members. The first indoor meeting at Pinner was held 
on Friday, the Cosy Corner Tea Rooms being kindly 
lent by Miss Simmons. Mrs. Penn Gaskell presided, 
and Lady Emily Lutyens and Mrs. H. J. Webbe 
spoke most impressively. Many successful outdoor

VOTES Corps................ . 
Victor D. Duval, Esq. --............--.-- 
Miss Mordan, Chair; Miss I. Green

Mrs. Chapman...-..--------------.----.-...-.

Miss G. Brackenbury, Miss H. Ogston

Mrs. Cameron Swan, Miss I. Green, 
Miss Smith ---------------.............

Mrs. Lamartine Yates ................ .

Drummers’ Union Meeting ............

7 p.m.
12 noon.
8.15 p.m.
7.30 p.m.
3 p.m.

7 p.m.

11 a.m.

8 p.m.
8 p.m.

3.30 p.m.

3 p.m.

meetings have also been held. The very pretty lantern 
procession organised to advertise the Albert Hal 
meeting attracted a great deal of attention.

PUTNEY AND FULHAM.

Shop—905, Fulham Road. Hon. Secs.—Mrs. H.
Roberts, Miss Cutten.

The work is growing so much that it is quite im- 
possible to notify members of every meeting, and they 
are asked kindly to refer to the Programme of Events 
each week in VOTES FOR WOMEN. The Thursday 
meetings continue to be most successful. Mrs. Mansell, 
Miss C. Sidney Woolf and Miss Mary Patterson delighted 
members last week. Next week, March 31st, Mrs. Cecil 
Chapman will speak at 3 p.m. Tickets for the whist 
drive on April 8th (Is. 6d., including refreshments) can be 
had on sale or return. The first annual members’ 
meeting will be on April 15th at 8 p.m. Mrs. Shell- 
shear and Miss Whittaker are thanked for home-made 
marmalade and a Bexhill member for 58. The open- 
air meetings and street sales under Miss Shellshear 
wlil re-commence after Easter.

A real
Cycle Picture.

Those contemplating the purchase 
of a first "Class cycle, should first 
obtain the beautiful large photo
gravure reproduction of the

“ALL-BLACK” SUNBEAM.
The picture illustrates an entirely 
new style of cycle finish. It ia 
sent, post free, on application to

J. MARSTON, LTD.
(Dept. No. 27),

Sunbeamland, Wolverhampton.

RICHMOND AND KEW.
Hon. Sec.—Mrs. Clayton, Glengariff, Hew Road, 

Richmond.

Some excellent meetings are being held here, and 
Miss Naylor’s able exposition of the principles and 
methods of the movement contributed very largely to 
the success of the meeting presided over by the Rev. 
Dr. Cobb at St. John’s Club Rooms on March 10. Miss 
Jacobs presided and Miss Myers spoke at Heron Court 
on Saturday the 12th. The Hon. Sec. will gladly give 
full information regarding the work of this energetic 
Union.

WIMBLEDON.
Shop: 6, Victoria Crescent, Broadway.

Hon. Sec.—Mrs. Lorsignol, 27, Merton Hall Road.
" We did not understand the movement. We die 

not really know what the Suffragettes were working 
for," is said over and over by strangers who come to 
Mrs. Lamartine Yates’s Friday addresses. Sunday’s 
meeting on the Common was also again most enthusi- 
astic. Miss Brackenbury being listened to with the 
greatest attention. The sympathetic attitude of tie 
crowd shows that there are many friends among them 
who, with a little more courage, would come forward 
and definitely join the Union. The shop will be closed 
until Thursday, the 31st.

Keep Your Blouse Smart
Patent 
1544/09 GdIRS 

SPIKELESS SKIRT GRIP

KEEPS THE BLOUSE DOWN 
& HOLDS THE SKIRT UP 

Price l/= each 

including six 
SAFETY PIN 
CATCHES

In white, black or grey 
All Sizes

Of all drapers, or post free for 1/2 
from :—

. . THE ...

Madam Gair Co.
(Dept. 1),

4 Love Lane, London, E.C.

GRIP

14206
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A PRESS COMMENT ON MB. GLADSTONE.
The serious and protracted attack of political 

neuritis and hysteria from which the ex-Home 
Secretary has suffered 30 severely during the last 
four years, and as a cure for which he is shortly 
to set sail for the more serene, salubrious and 
“congenial climate of South Africa, has culminated 
in a spasm which has set his former loving con- 
stituents in Leeds laughing immoderately. Before 
his Lordship, the one-time Mr. Herbert Gladstone, 
shakes the dust of England of his feet he is to 
give a reception to his friends and political 
associates in the city which had the honour of 
his representation. This is, of course, quite as it 
should be. But a certain difficulty arose which 
threatened to mar the success of the function. 
It so happens that Leeds numbers some ladies 
among its inhabitants. It is also a fact that 
Leeds numbers a Women’s Liberal Association 
among its political organisations. Moreover, 
during the former member’s 25 years’ represents- 
tion of the city, as he himself fully admits, no 
body of supporters has rendered him greater and 
more valuable assistance in his political contests 
than that Association. But it so happens that 
his Lordship was wont to frequent the Home 
Office, and further that there is an organisation, 
whose nature is described in the cryptic letters 
W.S.P.U.! The dilemma is obvious. • Either 
his Lordship's last act in Leeds would be to 
exelude and insult a band of his most devoted 
supporters—a fitting reward for 25 years’ whole- 
hearted assistance—or he would come face to 
face at last with the sex from whom he has spent 
the last few years in fleeing.

| In the latter alternative unpleasant recollec- 
tions might be conjured up in the Right Honour- 
able gentleman’s mind. The female faces before 
him at his reception might remind him of the 400 
and more women who during his administration 
at the Home Office passed through the reception 
cells of His Majesty's prisons. The banquet 
might remind him of its antithesis the hunger- 
strike, that Russian institution which flourished 
in England during the same period. On the 
whole, his Lordship decided that the lesser of the 
two evils was to insult his ardent supporters, and 
to bring on his head the ridicule of a city. So the 
edict has gone forth. .. No woman whatsoever— 
not even the President of the Women’s Liberal 
Association—is to be invited to the farewell re- 
caption of the future Governor-General. And this 
is notwithstanding that he is no longer a member 
of the Cabinet, and so outside the pale of the 
ladies’ wrath, and that the militant Suffragists 
have suspended their militant methods! As 
Shakespeare said, "Thus conscience does make 
cowards of us all.” Yet did not R. B. Sheridan 
declare, “ Conscience has no more to do with gal- 
lantry than it has with politics ?" By the way, it 
is not announced whether his Lordship’s guests 
will be forcibly fed.

—Manchester Courier.

MEN’S POLITICAL UNION FOR WOMEN’S 
ENFRANCHISEMENT.

The above Union held its second monthly meet
ing at the Eustace Miles Restaurant on Thursday 
last. Mr. G. Warre Cornish, the treasurer, took 
the chair, and after explaining the aims and 
objects of the Union, he pointed out how necessary 
it was for men to come forward and make the 
question of Women’s Suffrage the sole ground for 
supporting or opposing a Government. At present 
there was a great Constitutional question being 
discussed throughout the country, namely, the 
House of Lords, and in all probability this battle 
would go on for a long time to come; but he was 
of opinion that it was much more important for 
true representation to obtain in the House of 
Commons before finally settling the relations 
between the two Houses.

Mr. Pethick Lawrence, the next speaker, opened 
by saying that the fact of women getting the 
parliamentary vote would mean a completely 
altered condition and a completely changed state. 
Men and women would meet on terms of perfect 
equality and women would come out more into the 
world. It would be beneficial to the State if 
women were to mix with men right through the 
social system, and he did not think it was for men 
to say in an academic sort of way whether they 
were in favour or opposed to this movement; they 
should rather search their hearts and find whether 
they cared enough about it to make it the first 
question. Did they really believe that it trans- 
cended all other questions, because it was not 
much use being half-hearted in their advocacy, 
and he felt that individual help given to the 
women was of far more value than the holding of 
public meetings.

Mr. Victor Duval said that, failing satisfactory 
assurances from the Government, it would be the 
plain duty of the members of this Union not only 
to use their votes against them, but also to spare 
no time or trouble in bringing about the defeat 

■ of a Government that had so disgraced
Liberalism.

The following donations have been received :— 
Already acknowledged, £37 17s.; B. P. Ellis, £1; 
Hugh A. Franklin, £1; C. Herbert, 10s.; Mr. 
Powell, 10s.; E. G. Clayton, 5s.; A. J. Baxter: 
5s. ; Miss Ada Wright, 5s. ; C. Rivers-Pantlin,4s.’ 
W. C. McKeckney, 4s. ; W. H. Crook, 4s. ; A. C‘ 
Bick, 2s. 6d. ; F. Norman, 2s. 6d. ; other contribu- 
tions amounting to 7s. 6d., and 19s. 6d. profits on 
teas.

On Monday afternoon Miss Una Dugdale acted 
as hostess at the very enjoyable weekly At Home 
in the offices at 13, Buckingham Street. Miss 
Selina Martin spoke and Miss Joan Dugdale gave 
some suffrage recitations.

MEETING AT OXFORD, MARCH 18.
| As the result of Miss Charlotte Marsh’s ten 
days’ campaign in Oxford, a most successful 
meeting was held simultaneously with that of Mr. 
Asquith, in the Corn Exchange last Friday night. 
The audience was most sympathetic, and showed 
their appreciation of the speakers by constant 
bursts of applause.
’ Mrs. Haverfield, in the chair, laid a splendid 
foundation for the speeches to follow by her lucid 
explanation of the women’s demand.
. Miss Georgina Brackenbury took as her text the 
points on an Anti-Suffrage leaflet which was 
being given away outside, and as the fallacy of 
each was wittily laid bare before them, the 
audience showed their sympathy by applause and 
laughter.

Miss Evelyn Sharp pointed out that the 
difficulty of winning the cause lay largely in the 
fact that " The clanging of the chains " which 
hamper women at every turn and corner of their 
lives are largely inaudible. They are, however, 
just as real as those of slaves in a narrower 
sense, and how the vote would set women free 
formed the substance of a telling and impressive 
speech.

A good collection was taken between the 
speeches, and W.S.P.U. literature was eagerly 
bought.

Very many grateful thanks are due to Mrs. 
Richards, Miss Pole, Miss Spencer, Mr. and Miss 
Underhill, and all the other kind friends who are 
together responsible for the great success of the 
meeting.

ACTRESSES* FRANCHISE LEAGUE.
The monthly meeting took place at 3, Bedford 

Street, Strand, on Friday, March 18, with Mrs. 
Madeline Lucette Riley in the chair. In a brief 
and telling manner she dwelt on the attitude of 
the average man towards the woman’s question, 
asking her hearers to exhibit tolerance and pro- 
phesying success in proportion to the tact and 
patience displayed. In the absence of Miss 
Decima Moore, her sister, Mrs. Pertwee, spoke to 
excellent purpose, enforcing arguments with 
statistics. Miss Winifred Mayo being unavoid- 
ably absent. Miss Elsie Chapin made a graphic 
and amusing speech. On March 14 and 15 the 
League helped the N.U.W.S.S. in Southampton 
and Southsea, the plays chosen being " The Pot 
and the Kettle " and “ How the Vote was Won.”

Miss E. S. Bass gave the second of her delight" 
ful Twilight Readings from the Poets on Wednes- 
day, March 16.

LADIES, 
HAVE YOU TRIED 

John Knight’s 
NATURAL BOUQUET 

TOILET SOAPS?

Made in twenty varieties to 
suit all complexions. . . . 
They soften the skin and 
soothe all irritations, ...

pp IPA C CHARCOAL" 
DNAUU BISCUIIS 

• Cure indigestion. G
Purify the system and speedily cure 
Acidity, Flatulence, Heartburn, Impure 

Breath, Indigestion, Diarrhea, etc.
PREVENT MANY AN ILLNESS.

Highly recommended by the Medical Profession. Sold by 
all Chemists and Stores. Biscuits, 1/-, 2/-, and 4/- per 
tin; Powder, 2/- and 4/- per bottle; Lozenges, 1/14 tin.

CHARCOAL CHOCOLATES.
Highly nutritious and digestible. Sold in tins, 1/- each.

J. L. BRAGG, Ltd., 14, Wigmore St., London, w.

SEND 6 PENNY STAMPS to D:pt. V 
for SAMPLE BOX CONTAINING 

SELECTION of 6 SPECIAL TABLETS. 
POST FREE.

A MEMBER’S INVENTION.

SMART’S c
INVISIBLE . 5.

HOOKS ~(/O
AND w-

EYES. •
KNOWN ALL OVER THE WORLD.

EVERY DRAPER SELLS THEM
AVOID SHOPS WHICH OPPBB YOU IMITATIONS 

FOB THBIB OWN PROFIT.
AWARDED “GRAND PRIX" 

FRANCO-BRITISH EXHIBITION.

JOHN KNIGHT, Ltd.
Soapmakers to H.M. The King.

The Royal Primrose Soap Works, LONDON.

ORDER

“Votes for Women” 
REGULARLY FROM YOUR NEWSAGENT 

(One Penny Weekly.).

DEBATE AT UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.
Mr. Laurence Housman, that staunch friend of 

the Union, and Mrs. Arthur Somervell, of the 
National Anti-Suffrage League, debated the 
question of woman suffrage, under the auspices of 
the Men’s and Women’s Union Societies at 
University College, London, on March 11. The 
chair was taken by Professor Karl Pearson, 
F.R.S., and the meeting was open to both men 
and women, visitors being allowed to speak but 
not to vote. Among those who took part were 
two women suffragists from Australia. Mr. 
Housman moved, " That in the opinion of this 
house the extension of the franchise to women 
on the same terms as it is granted to men is both 
just and expedient." The division resulted in 32 
votes for the motion, and 17against.

NEW CONSTITUTIONAL SOCIETY FOR 
WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE.

An interesting meeting of the New Constitu- 
tional Society took place at Mrs. Lewis Wright’s 
house on Wednesday in last week, when Miss 
Cicely Hamilton and Mrs. Cecil Chapman, 
president of the society, were the speakers.

THE DRUMMERS’ UNION.
A meeting will take place at the Rehearsal 

Theatre, Maiden Lane, Strand, on April 2 at 
3 p.m. Members of the W.S.P.U. are cordially 
invited, and all boys and girls not • already 
members of the Drummers’ Union are invited to 
join.

TEACHERS' CONFERENCE AT PLYMOUTH.
The special propaganda carried out at the 

National Union of Teachers’ Conference at More- 
cambe last year has encouraged Miss Mary Gaw- 
thorpe to carry out the same plan of campaign 
during the Plymouth Conference which will take 
place during Easter week. The campaign will be 
directed towards bringing the claims of the 
W.S.P.U. before women teachers. Already a 
number of delegates have communicated with 
Miss Gawthorpe, and have expressed their inten- 
tion of helping in the campaign, while other 
teachers, not delegates, have decided to spend 
their Easter holidays at Plymouth at their own 
expense with a view to promoting the suffrage 
cause. The significance of this Conference is 
evidenced by the presence there of so large a 
number of teachers (some 2,000), an enormous 
percentage of whom are women holding responsible 
positions in the nation’s schools and engaged in 
teaching boys and girls the duties of citizenship. 
Among important resolutions on the agenda of the 
Conference are those dealing with married women’s 
work, representation in Parliament, and a mini- 
mum wage—all matters vitally affecting women 
teachers. A further article from Miss Mary 
Gawthorpe on the question of married women 
teachers appears in this issue.

Ladies, Remember
The . .

ADJUSTABLEA (TA ADJUSTABLE
A I Figure-reducing
-Y-n CORSET is a
(“I DO WHAT I SAY I DO.")

PRACTICAL 
INVENTION

(Registered and Patented).

A LADY WHO HAS 
ONCE HAD A PAIR 
ABKS FOR THEM 
THE NEXT TIME.

Why?
Because she KNOWS 
that they will do what 
is claimed for them:
REDUCE HER 
FIGURE THREE 
to FIVE INCHES, 

give
GREAT SUPPORT 
and yet always remain 

FLAT and
CLEAN - FITTING 
WITHOUT ANY 
RUCKS or FOLDS.

Wewideil

The greatest advance in PRACTICAL 
CORSET DESIGN of the Century-

Stocked by the leading high-class Ladies’ Outfitters, Stores, etc., ab the 
following prices:—

Model 1. For Tall and Full Figures (131 in. busk), 8/11, 12/11, 
15/11, 19/11, 25/6, and 29/11 per pair.

Model 2. For Medium Figures 02 in. busk), 9/11, 1319, 211-, 
26/9, and 31/6 per pair.

If any difficulty in obtaining, write direct enclosing 
P.O. anti size of waist to the SOLE PATENTEES,

IMPERIAL FACTORY (Dept. H),
31, HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N.,

Who will also be glad to forward full particulars of this PRACTICAL 
Invention on receipt of a oard. “erene f
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.
BOARD RESIDENCE, 

Rooms, Holiday Homes, Etc.
. EGETARIAN BOARD RESIDENCE, tem-

Y porary or permanent. Homelike. Ladies 
, and Gentlemen. Convenient situation.— Madame

Veigele, 63, Hereford Road, Bayswater, W.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

A BEAUTIFUL HOLIDAY HOME (altitude
600 feet).— Dean Forest, Severn and Wye 

Valleys. England’s finest forest and river 
scenery. Spacious house; 25 bedrooms ; billiard 
room; bathroom. Extensive grounds. Tennis. 
Conveyances. Vegetarians accommodated. 
Suffragists welcomed. Board residence, 29s. to 
358. Photos, prospectus. Chas. Hallam, Little- 
dean house, Newnham, Glos.

T> ED-SITTING Room and Breakfast from 3s. ; 
. weekly 15s. ; scrupulous cleanliness ; real 
home comforts ; bath. Large room available for 
meetings, lectures, socials, &e.—13, Tavistock 
Place, W.C.

ED-SITTING-ROOM, use of two sitting- 
rooms. Board as required. Bath, Telephone, 

piano. Good cooking. Inspection Invited.— 
Apply, Miss Wright, Blandford Mansion, East 
Street, W.

Brighton. — Tichfield House Boarding 
Establishment, 21, Upper Rock Gardens, 

off Marine Parade. Good Table. Cheerful society. 
Terms from 258.

OUNTRY COTTAGES FOR SALE.—Under 
the lee of North Fam bridge Wood, a Free- 

hold Cottage and Garden, facing south and west. 
Timber, built, tiled, ten rooms, bathroom, hot 
and cold. Seven minutes from station (G.E.R.); 
business trains. About mile from tidal river; 
bracing sea air. Price, £325; seen any time.— 
Apply, C, C. L. Ionides, North Fambridge, Essex.

(CORNWALL, ST. IVES.—York House 
— Boarding Establishment. Grand sea views. 
Highly recommended. Moderate.—Misses Wade.

Holidays IN IRELAND.—Paying Guests 
taken in large comfortable country house in 

Killarney district.—Terms Application to Box 
101, VOTES FOR WOMEN Offices, 4, Clements Inn,

ADIES farming receive Paying Guests.
Close to New Forest ; Bournemouth 11 miles. 

Excellent cycling centre. Terms, 25s. weekly 
inclusive. Station, West Moors.— Moor Cottage 
Farm, Three Cross, Wim borne, Dorset.

ADY, having one spare room in nice house 
best part of Ealing, offers Suffragette partial 

board-residence; terms very moderate.—’Z,” 
VOTES for WOMEN Offices, 4, Clements Inn, 
Strand, W.C.

T ADY (Member W.S.P.U.) receives Boarders, 
—4 vegetarian or otherwise; comfortable, con- 
venient, well-appointed House, close Baron’s 
Court Railway (District Railway), Tube.— Miss 
Wolff, 20, Edith Road, West Kensington, W.

ARGE, handsomely-furnished Rooms (Two 
Sharing), 12s. 6d. each, inclusive terms 

(fires, lights, attendance, cooking).— 34, Tavistock 
Square, London, W.C. s

ARGE ROOM to Let, suitable for Meetings, 
At Homes, Dances, Lectures. Refresh- 

meats provided.—Apply, Alan’s Tea Rooms, 263, 
Oxford Street.

London.—Fiat to let, April 9—30; £1 1s.
weekly. Sitting-room, 2 bedrooms, bath- 

room and kitehen; 5 minutes from Westminster.— 
Apply, Schoolmistresses, 5, Lynton Mansions, 
Kennington Road, S. E.

ONDON. — Rodney’s Hotel, 34, Tavistock 
Square, W.C. Three minutes King’s Cross, 

Euston, and St. Pancras Railway Stations. Bed, 
attendance, and breakfast, from 4s. 6d.—Tele- 
grams, " Rodneydom, London.”

" T[ ANNA MEAD,” The Grove, Blackheath, 
. _ S.E. — Established 1893 ; charmingly 

situated ; for " Rest Cure” or permanent home; 
highly recommended for skill, special duty, and 
home, comforts ; massage. Prospectus on appli- 
cation to the Principal. ’ Telephone: $06, New 
Cross.

EAR V ICTORIA STATION.—Comfortable.
Rooms ; moderate. Bed and breakfast 

from 10s. 6d.; board if required. Suitable for 
Nurses, Business Young Ladies, etc.— Apply, 
Miss Daniel, Denbigh House, 57, Denbigh Street. 
South Belgravia, S.W.

URSING HOME near London where aged 
and invalid ladies can be received from 25s. 

per week. Trained superintendent. . Proprietor 
member W.S.P.U.— Box 538, VOTES FOR WOMEN, 
4, Clements Inn, W.C.

ORTHCAWL.—Furnished villa. Large sit- 
ting-room ; 3 bedrooms ; Sanitation ; Bath ;

2 minutes beach, 30s. week till July. — ‘ Ffal- 
dau," New Road.

ESIDENTIAL HOME for Nurses, Students, 
and Lady Visitors. Cubicles, with board, 

from 17s. 6d. per week. Rooms moderate.—Mrs. 
Campbell-Wilkinson, 49, Weymouth Street, Port- 
land Place, London, W.

MALL FURNISHED COTTAGE, suitable 
for two, to Let on Welsh coast. May, June, 

or July. Reasonable terms. Attendance or not, 
as preferred.—Apply, Miss Burd, Southend. 
Solihull, Warwickshire.

ST. MARTHA’S HOSTEL, 4, Chichester
Street, Westminster (worked in connection 

with St. Martha’s College of. Housecraft). — 
Board and Residence for women workers. 
Cubicles, .17s. 6d., 20s. ; rooms, 27s. 6d., 30s. 
Call or write to Secretary.

STAINBANK HOUSE, 69, Gower Street, w.c.
Board-Residence for ladies. Cubicle, break- 

fast, late dinner. Full board Sundays. From 
158. 6d. Very central and comfortable,

C WANAGE.—Sunny, Healthy, Bracing. Com- 
O fortable bitting room, 2 or 3 bedrooms, 
attendance, moderate, near station, sea.—‘ Hurs- 
ley,” . Hanbury Road.

‘JIHREE or four furnished rooms, attendance, 
. 2 guineas, weekly,to let3 or 4 weeks 
April ——- 111- Abinedon Road. Kensington,

EEK-END COTTAGE (4 rooms) wanted.
Rent moderate. Near woman who would 

give some attendance preferred. Must be within 
easy reach of London—Box 570, VOTES FOR 
WOMEN, 4, Clements Inn, W.C.

/CERTIFICATED MASSEUSE—Experienced. 
2 English and Swedish methods. Would 
travel. Highest testimonials.— For terms apply 
“ Masseuse,” Votes FOR WOMEN, 4, Clements 
Inn, London, W.C.

AIR FALLING OFF.— Lady who lost.
nearly all hers, and has now strong, heavy 

growth, sends particulars to anyone enclosing 
stamped addressed envelope.—Miss V. W. Field 
Glendower, Shanklin.

PROFESSIONAL & EDUCATIONAL.

ADY wishes to meet Lady desiring trust- 
worthy friendship and assistance about 

house and grounds; some carpentry and painting, 
&e.—BOx 574, VOTES FOR WOMEN, 4, Clements 
Inn, Strand.

OW TO DRESS WELL on limited means.
Dresses for all occasions obtainable nt very 

moderate prices. Alterations undertaken.—The 
Mart and Exchange, 106, Victoria Street.

NITTED CORSETS. — Improved, support 
without pressure. Lists free.— Knitted

Corset Co., Nottingham.

Elocution, ENUNCIATION, expres
sion, GESTURE.—Miss Matilda Ellis 

visits and receives Pupils. Classes held; success- 
ful in curing defects in speech.— Address, 
" Bronte," 19, Kilburn Priory, N.W.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Elocution.—miss GRETA GARNIER
teaches thorough Voice Culture and 

Strengthening for Public Speaking; Readiug; 
Physical Culture; Gesture; Recitation. SPEECH 
DEFECTS AND NERVOUSNESS CURED. 
Amateurs and Professionals Privately Coached. 
—32, Wigmore Street, W.

OD’S WORD TO WOMEN has never been 
a word of disapproval and suppression. 

The Bible encourages the development of woman, 
and stands for her perfect equality with man, in 
spite of the teachings of theology to the contrary. 
Do you wish to equip yourself for meeting the 
arguments and teaching of those who attempt, 
with sacrilegious hands to throw the Bible in the 
wayofwoman’s progress ? Do you wish to know 
WHERE and HOW they mistranslate and mis- 
represent it ? Send 7d. for 101 Questions 
Answered, a Women’s Catechism, prepared pur- 
posely to solve your perplexities.— Katherine 
Bushnell, 19, Cedar Street, Southport.

KINDERGARTEN to University, Essex.—
Girls’ Boarding and Day School on modern 

lines. Bracing air;. forest scenery. Highly 
qualified staff. Music a speciality. Physical 
Culture. Exceptionally moderate terms. Pros- 
nectus on application.— Box 556, VOrrs FOR 
WOMEN Offices, 4, Clements Inn, Strand, W.C.

ISS IRENE SPONG gives Lessons in 
Singing and Voice Production at the 

Studio, 66, Adelaide Road, N.W. Tel.: 4257 P.O. 
Hampstead. Reccommended by Mons. Edouard 
de Reszke and Mr. Frank Broadbent. Audition 
free. Special terms to members of W.S.P.U.

MRS. HOLTWHITE SIMMONS receives
pupils for Grace Culture, Rhythmic 

Breathing, and the Beautiful Classi c-Greek Poses 
as taught by Raymond Duncan. Grace and 
suppleness of movement are necessary to a 
woman’s well-being and add charm to her 

resence. Address—6, Westwood House, Wood 
ane, W.

R. CORTLANDT MACMAHON, B.A.
(Oxon), gives lessons in the Scientific 

production of the speaking and singing voice. 
The Cure of Stammering and all voice troubles a 
speciality.— Address, 25, Welbeck Street, W.

‘TO - SUFFRAGETTE SPEAKERS, — MISS 
— ROSA LEO trains pupils in Voice Produe- 
tion for Public Speaking—Open-air Speaking a 
speciality. She has had great success with 
members of the N.W.S.P.U. Miss Barbara 
Ayrton says: "It is entirely owing to Miss Leo’s 
training that I am able to go through bye-election 
campaigns, speaking for hours daily in the open 
air without suffering any fatigue or loss of voice.— 
For terms, apply, 45, Ashworth Mansions, Elgin 
Avenue, W.

HE DELS ARTE system of physical culture 
and the philosophy of expression taught by 

lady at her own or pupil’s residence.—Address, 
" J.,” VOTES FOR WOMEN, 4, Clements Inn, W.C.

SITUATIONS VACANT.

ADY General wanted for lady gardener’s 
cottage; help given; to live in village; board, 

lodging and salary.—Miss Lelacheur, Flower 
Farm, Henfield.

BRIGHT IDEA! Money for your cause.
Turn your surplus books and library into 

cash. C. E. H. (Men’s League for Women’s 
Suffrage), 8. Rendle sham Road, London, N.E., 
gives equitable prices for all kinds. Libraries 
valued.

ADAM E SARA ELLIS, Costumiere.—Coats 
and skirts a specialite, from 3 guineas ; 

ladies’ own materials also made up.—Address, 
19, Kilburn Priory, N.W.

Nicolette, 1A, Wimpole Street, w., 
MODES, begs to announce the opening of 

her Spring Salon. Hats from 25s. to £6 6s. 
Special terms members W.S.P.U.

A JAPANESE Magie Finger-nail Polish, 
"CULTO.” NO PADS, NO POWDER, 

NO LIQUID, NO PASTE. John Strange 
Winter, the celebrated Authoress, writes: “We 
are all enchanted with Culto.” Post free, 1s. id. 
—Belvoir and Co., New Southgate, N.__________

MODEL LAUNDRY. Family work a
. speciality. Dainty fabrics of every des- 

cription treated with special care. Flannels and 
silks washed in distilled water. No chemicals 
used. . Best labour only employed. Prompt 
collections ; prompt deliveries.—Bullens, Cressy 
House Laundry, Reynolds Road, Acton Green,

Antiseptic electrolysis skilfully
. and effectually performed.—Highest medi- 

cal references; special terms to those engaged in 
teaching, clerical work, &c. ; consultation free.— 
Miss Lindsay, 173, Portsdown Road, Elgin 
Avenue, W.

RE Your Eyebrows and Eyelashes Im- 
portant ? "‘ Captiveen” is the only eyebrow 

and eyelash Producer. Infallible and perfectly 
harmless. There are hundreds of hair tonics, 
but only one “Captiveen" for the Eyes. Send 
3s. 6d. for a bottle, post free, to the ‘ Captiveen ” 
Co., 12, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall, London.

EDROOM Furniture _ for Sale.—Bedstead, 
mattress, oak dressing chest, washstand, 

two chairs. Low price. Termsto suit purchaser. 
■—N. 36, Castlewood Road, Stamford Hill

Blouses ! blouses !! blouses !!!
Any, number of cast-off blouses wanted. 

Post, rail, or carrier. The extreme value 
remitted.—-Powell’s Mart, Lewis Grove, Lewis- 
ham, London.

Blouses in the COLOURS.—Striped 
delaine. Neat and artistic. Only a few 

left, 6s. 11d. each.— Mrs. Knight, 4, Clements 
Inn, Strand.

USHION COVERS! Genuine Irish linen, 
handsomely embroidered in corners with 

green, sky or red shamrocks; 3 inches goffered 
frill ; only 1s. each. Postage 3d. Order NOW.— 
Hutton’s, 167, Larne, Ireland.

Chiswick W.S.P.U. are giving a dance 
(fancy or evening dress optional) at the 

Town Hall on April 9th. Friends welcomed. 
Tickets 3s. 6d. .single, 6s. double, including 
refreshments.— Apply, Miss Coombes, Hon. Sec., 
98, Sutton Court Road, Chiswick.

ONFECTIONERY, Teas, etc., business for
Sale. Splendid shop in good position. Suit 

two ladies. Cheap owing to ill-health.— Write or 
call, 311, Brockley Road, Breckley, S.E. No 
agents.

INEST IMPORTED EGYPTIAN CIGAR-
ETTES, 6s. 6d. , post free.—G. P., 5, Albert 

Studios, Albert Bridge Road, S.W., member 
W.S.P.U.

OUND at Albert Hall, Friday, March 18, a 
small purse. — Apply, Mrs. Sanders, The 

Treasury, -VOTES FOR WOMEN Offices, 4. Clements 
Inn, Strand, W.C.

(ENTLEMAN having completed an important 
C invention, requires lady or gentleman to 

assist with capital in developing same.— Write 
Messrs. Canon & Sons, Solicitors, 95, Wool 
Exchange, E.C.

OLD FALSE TEETH.—We give highest 
possible prices for above. Offers made ; if 

unaccepted, teeth retr red. Dealers in old gold 
or silver, in any form.- Bankers’ references. 
Straightforward dealing.—Woodfall and Com
pany, Southport.

Partnership.-. £500. Wanted, Sleeping
Partner or Investor with above capital to 

finance advertiser in good-class business. Suit 
lady or gentleman requiring reasonable interest 
for capital.—“Science,” 63, Hanley Road, 
London, N.

HOTO ENLARGEMENTS from your own 
negatives mounted and finished in best 

Style, ready for framing. 10 by 8, 1s. 9d. ; 12 by 
10, 2s. 3d. ; 15 by 12, 3s. J from photo 6d. extra. 
Postcards is. doz., 5s. 6d. 100.— Droege and Co., 
Trade Printers, 43, Comeragh Road, West Ken- 
sington,

DOSETTES IN THE COLOURS. — Silk 
% ribbon, 2d. each. Postage ld. — Mrg. .

Knight, 4, Clements Inn, Strand.

SWEET PEA SPECIALISTS.—Order your 
seed at once from Myrtle and Co., Little 

Eaton, Derby Fine butterfly blooms. Suffragette 
colours m packets 7d. each. Special packets 12 
choice named varieties, 1s. 6d., 2s. 6d., and 5s. 
Catalogue on application.

THE PANKO Suffragette Card Game. Printed 
in the colours with illustrations by E. T.

Reed, the —Punch” Artist Price, 2s. 2d. post 
tree.—Mrs. Knight, 4, Clements Inn, Strand.

HE WOMAN’S PRESS has a small purple 
. white and green flag suitable for decora- 

tions and for children. Id. each.—Mrs. Knight 
4, Clements Inn, Strand.

TO KENSINGTON SUFFRAGETTES AND
OTHERS! For the “ Woman’s Charter” 

and all Suffrage literature visit the Votes for 
Women Shop, 143, Church Street. Tel.: 2116

Hours 10 till 8 (earlier or later by appointment). 
Telephone: No. 1616 Western.

Mr. A. F. GREEN, 
Dental Surgeon, 

101, CHURCH STREET, KENSINGTON, 

LONDON, W.

ORDER

“Votes
FOB

Women ‘ ‘
REGULARLY FROM YOUR 

NEWSAGENT.
(One Penny Weekly.)

To the Advertisement Manager, VOTES FOB WOMEN, 4, Clements Inn, London, W.C.
Please insert theundermentioned Advertisement in Votes for WOMEN for............. . ....................... Insertions to be published

.................. ............... •..............--................ ..........---------.............. ......for which I enclose the sum of £ s. d.

Name........................................................................... . ...............................................................
Date.......................................... ............ ..............

Address.......................... .............................................. ............................... . ‘

WRITE ADVERTISEMENT HERE.

»

52
: die ' yanui 1

‘ Classified Advertisement Rate, id. a word; minimum, 2s. , Four Insertions for the price of three.
.^Adxp'titavnUautiievr^tM. The -ddnM-tiMaunti Manager reserves to himself the rl{)ht to reject and recurn teith remittance anu Advertisement which he may consider tauuJtablA 

a --------------------------------------- --------- for -neertion-inthis section of the paper— =:. ore • - - es T - ■■
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LONPPYSpLXYPVA"EP MILLINERY
IS AT

DERRY.TOMS
(In direct communication, under cover, with Kensington High St. Station),

KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, w.

Hundreds of experienced Milliners comprising both 
English and Continental experts are engaged in 
the production of our Millinery.

Our Millinery always wears well—because it is always 
made well.

Every hat is a model of concentrated thought and 
talent.

SPECIAL FEATURE.—Really an unlimited 1 0 Zq 
variety of Hats and Toques at . • . I W
This means that every taste can be satisfied at a fixed price.

Fancy Straw Hat in all the leading shades,

12/9

Very Smart Motor Bonnet, trimmed " , 

Foulard Silk & Chiffon. Very becoming 1 2/9

THE TEA CUP INN 
(Entirely Staffed and Managed by Women), 

Bank Buildings, corner of Kingsway 
and Portugal Street.

Close to Lincoln's Inin, Clements Inn, Aldwych, etc. 

LIGHT LUNCHEONS (Hot & Gold).
Vegetarian Dishes and Sandwiches of 

all kinds a speciality.
Home Made Cakes, Bread and Rolls from Scotch 

Bakeries.

ISLINGTON DENTAL SURGERY
69, Upper St., London, N.

MR. CHODWICK BROWN, 
Dental Surgeon,

MR. FREDK. G. BOUCHER, Assist. Dental Surgeon 
ESTABLISHED 35 YEARS. _

Gas Administered daily, at 11 and 3, by 
a Qualified Medical Man.

Fee, 'I/a.
Arecord of 30.000 successful cases. Nurse in attend- 

; ance. Mechanical work in all its branches.

THE BEST ARTIFICIAL TEETH from Sl- 
Bend Poilcard for Pamphlet. Telephone: No. 6348 Central

No Show-cise at door. .

ALANS TEA ROOMS,
263, OXFORD STREET 

(Three Doors from Jay’s) ■ 1 

LUNCHEON .. - - 1s., 1s. 6d.,
12 till 2.30.

TEA - --- 4d., 6d., 1s.

A Large Room may be Engaged for Meetings, 
&c. No Charge to Members of the W. S. P. U.

Mrs. MARY LAYTON, fro
(Hon. Organist to the W. S.P.U.)

Voice Culture for Singers and Speakers. 
Private Lessons in Singing. 

Singing Classes and Ladies’ Choir.
1 A FEW RESIDENT PUPILS RECEIVED.

BECHSTEIN STUDIOS, 
40, Wigmore Street, w., and 

Stanley House, Milner Street, Chelsea. - -

e - E. DAY & CO., Mh
FRENCH CLEANING & DYEING WORKS, 

I NETTOYAGE A SEC. :

s, Brecknock Road, and 275, High Street, 
Camden Town, N.W.

‘ Dry Cleaning in all its branches, and Dyeing in latest 
. Fashionable Shades.

Dyers to the principal West End Houses.

Receiving Houw.—10, Russell Gardens, Kensington, W 
66, Rosslyn Hill, Hampstead, N.W:

BOOK FOR LADIES
By Dr. ALLINSON

This is the best book ever written for ladies. Over 
200,000 copies have been sold. Hundreds have written 
him, saying it is the book they wanted, but could not 
find before. It tells a woman all about herself, and in 
plain and proper terms. Bent post free in envelope 
for 1s. 2d. by Dr. Allinson, 196 Room, 4, Spanish Place, 
Manchester Square, London, W.

Florist Mrs. STICKLAND, 
____________ _ 325, HIGH ROAD,

Cheap, CHISWICK 
Dainty, Elective. WREATHS. BOUQUETS, AND 

PARTY SPRAYS. 
Orders by Post Promptly Executed.

THE SECOND BOUND VOLUME
OF

VOTES FOR WOMEN
OCTOBER, 190S, 10 SEPTEMBER, 1909.

The Volume is beautifully bound in the Colours of 
the Union in half-leather, with the design by Miss 
Sylvia Pankhurst on the front of the cover.

Price, 10/6, Post Free (to any address in the United Kingdom), 11/3.

Order at Once from the Publisher,
4, Clements Inn, Strand, W.C.

The Man to go to 
for Building Repairs, Painting. 
Whitewashing, Paperhanging, 
and everything in that line is WARREN. 
4, Evangelist Court, Pilgrim 
Street, E.C. Tel. -11,939 Central. No 
job too small. Now, don’t forget. 2.6

PARISIAN MILLINERY. 
Day and Evening Gowns a Specialite. - 
F rench Corset Maher. 

PARISIAN CLEANING AND DYEING 
(KeUbjiage'd'Se'c.)

Our process is recognised as the very best. Morning 
Blouses from 1s. 6d. Prompt attention.

Real Lace Mended and Cleaned by experienced hands. 
All charges moderate. '

Surgical & Medical Home
41, BEAUMONT STREET, 

PORTLAND PLACE, W.
Superintendents Miss TROY (W.S.P.U) 

Tel.: 1203 Paddington.

CHANTECLER PENWIPERS IN THE 
COLOURS. Made of Leather. Post free, 1/1.

MISS ROBERTA MILLS, 7. Stansfield Road, 
Brixton, S.W., andat "The Studio," 31, York 

Place, Baker Street, W.

PANK-A-SQUITH,
THE NEW GAME,

' Showing the difficulties a Suffragette 
meets with going from her home to 
the Houses of Parliament. Amusing 
. - and exciting.

Printed in the Colours.
1 8a 6d. | post free, 1 s. 10d.

-Other articles are:— 

Postcard Albums.
Stationery In the Colours. 
Fancy Brooches & Hatpins. 
Buttons ; Motor Scarves ; 

etc.

A Year’s Subscription of VOTES FOR
WOMEN costs 6/6 to any resident of the 

United Kingdom, and 8/8 to anyone resident 

abroad.

MRS. KNIGHT,
The Woman's Press, 4, Clements Inn.

West London Ethical Society,
The Ethical Church, 46, Queen’s Rd., Bayswater. 

SUNDAY, March 27th.—MR. C. DELISLE BURNS, 
M.A.: 11 a.m., " The Conquest of Death.” 7 p.m. 
" The Peace which the World Cannot Give." 

WEDNESDAY, March 30th. 8.30 p.m.—MB. H. 3, 
BRIDGES: “The Blue Bird—An Interpretation."

ALL SEATS FREE.

WOMEN versus the BUDGET.
why not RECLAIM YOUR INCOME-TAX FROM 

THE GOVERNMENT and give it to the W.S.P.U. ?
If your income has been taxed before you get it, and 

does not exceed £700 yearly, you are entitled to recover 
a portion of the tax. N.B. INFANTS, MARRLRD 
WOMEN, and LUNATICS are not 80 entitled.

Consult Mrs. E. AYRES PURDIE.
Certified Accountant and Income Tax Speolallst, 

CRAVEN HOUSE, KINGSWAY, W.O

printed by Th St. CLEMENTS PAEss, LITeD, Newspaper Buildings. Portugal Street, Kingsway, London, w.C., and published for the Proprietors at 4, Clements Inn, Strand, W.C.


